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CODICE’s catalogue. It contains references of relevant documents which are certainly not all recent, but
which were pending processing. It keeps you up to date regarding the material added to the library’s
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*************

Cette liste de nouvelles acquisitions générée par le CODICE met l’accent sur les documents nouvellement
traités et ajoutés dans la base de données bibliographique du CODICE. Elle renferme des références de
documents pertinents qui ne sont certes pas tous récents mais qui étaient en instance de traitement. Elle
vous informe sur l’accroissement de la collection. Merci pour toutes suggestions ou remarques pouvant en
améliorer la qualité.
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1. A son of two countries : the education of a refugee from Nyarubuye
Rubagumya, Casmir M.
Dar es Salaam : Mkuki na Nyota Publishers Ltd., 2017. - xiii, 126 p.
ISBN: 9789987753451.
Related Subjects: Rubagumya, Casmir M., 1946- | Biographies | Education | childhood | Refugees | learning |
universities | college management | Tanzania | autobiographies | college administrators
Abstract : A Son of Two Countries is a story of struggle for education. Born in 1946 in Rwanda under Belgian
colonial rule, the author recounts his early education in Rwanda and later as a refugee in Tanzania. He was
naturalized as a Tanzanian citizen in 1980 while doing his undergraduate studies at the University of Dar es
Salaam. As he struggled to get education, the author was also grappling with his refugee status, with all the
challenges that it entailed.
The book gives insights into the contradictions of colonial and post-colonial education, as well as the author's
reflections on education in Tanzania, given his long experience in the education sector in that country. Finally, we
get some glimpses into the dual identity of the author as a Tanzanian citizen of Rwandan origin and how this
shaped his relationship with the two countries he calls home. As he aptly puts it, "Rwanda gave me my heart;
Tanzania gave me my brain. I find it difficult to choose between my heart and my brain."
Call Number : 19.02.02/RUB/17671

2. Abdilatif Abdalla : poet in politics
BECK, Rose Marie ; KRESSE, Kai, eds.
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania : Mkuki na Nyota Publishers Ltd, [2016]. -vi-147 p.
ISBN: 9789987753383; 9987753388.
Related Subjects: Abdalla, Abdilatif, 1946- -- Criticism and interpretation | Abdalla, Abdilatif, 1946- -- Political
and social views | authors | biographies -- Kenya | literature | politics | Kenya -- Politics and government -- History
and criticism. -- 20th century | poetry | Swahili poetry | political activist
Description : Abdilatif Abdalla: Poet in Politics -celebrates the work of Abdilatif Abdalla, one of Kenya's most
well-known poets and a committed political activist. It includes commentary essays on aspects of Abdilatif
Abdalla's work and life, through inter-weaving perspectives on poetry and politics, language and history; with
contributions by East African writers and scholars of Swahili literature, including Ngugi wa Thiong'o, Said
Khamis, Ken Walibora, Ahmed Rajab, Mohamed Bakari, and Sheikh Abdilahi Nassir, among others. Abdalla
became famous in 1973, with the publication of Sauti ya Dhiki (Voice of Agony), a collection of poems written
secretly in prison during three years of solitary confinement (1969-72). He was convicted of circulating pamphlets
against Jomo Kenyatta's KANU government, criticizing it as 'dictatorial' and calling for political resistance in the
pamphlet, 'Kenya: Twendapi?' (Kenya: where are we heading?). His poetry epitomizes the ongoing currency of
classic Swahili form and language, while his work overall, including translations and editorships, exemplifies a
two-way mediation between 'traditional' and 'modern' perspectives. It makes old and new voices of Swahili poetry
and African literature accessible to a wider readership in East Africa, and beyond. Abdalla has lived in exile since
1973, in Tanzania, London, and subsequently, until now, in Germany. Nevertheless, Swahili literature and Kenyan
politics have remained central to his life.
Call Number : 19.02.03/BEC/17638

3. Africa at a crossroads: the continent's future prospects 50 years after the
formation of the Organisation of African Unity/African Union
MUTANGA, Shingirirai Savious; SIMELANE, Thokozani; GUMBO, Trynos; MUJURU,
Munyaradzi; eds.
Pretoria: Africa Institute of South Africa, 2018. - xii-228 p.
ISBN: 9780798305150.
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Related Subjects: science and technology | sustainable development | poverty alleviation | Governance | safety |
International Relations | climate change | Organisation of African Unity | Africa | African Union
Abstract : This book is a compilation of selected papers presented during the 8th Africa Institute of South Africa
(AISA) Young Graduates and Scholars (AYGS) Conference held at the University of Johannesburg in the year
2014. The three-day conference dubbed, Africa at a Crossroads: Future prospects for Africa after 50 years of the
Organisation of African Unity/African Union, voiced young graduates and scholars’ views on Africa’s future and
developmental breakthroughs, as well as its challenges and opportunities. While the annual conference is a
capacity building platform for young scientists, it provided a platform for participants to engage in critical dialogue
about the African realities and possible, plausible and desirable future for the continent. The book thus provides a
critical interrogation of the drivers of change in Africa moving forward, especially as the AU was busy churning
out new ideas and mapping out a new vision for the next 50 years. Essentially the book provides insights on
national systems of innovation, matrices on poverty, climate change and lastly a reflection on Africa’s position in
global governance.
Call Number : 18.01.01/MUT/17621

4. African folklore : an encyclopedia
PEEK, Philip M; YANKAH, Kwesi ; eds.
New York : Routledge, 2004. - xxxi-593 p.
ISBN: 041593933X (HB : alk. paper).
Related Subjects : folklore | encyclopaedias | Africa Social life and customs Encyclopedias | African folklore
Call Number : 05.02.01/PEE/17590

5. African visionaries
VANDYCK, A. Ofosua ; NYAGURA, Molly ; BROOKS, Rosemary ; KROPP DAKUBU, M. E.
(Mary Esther) ; ASANTE, Eva Maria ; DIALLO, M. Moustapha (Mouhamadou Moustapha).
Legon-Accra, Ghana : Sub-Saharan Publishers, 2019. - xviii-318 p.
ISBN: 9789988882990; 9988882998.
Periodical Title: Visionäre Afrikas. English.
Related Subjects: intellectual | Blacks | Biographies | Africa, Sub-Saharan -- Intellectual life | Biography |
celebrities | intellectual life | african writers | african visionaries
Abstract : In over forty portraits, African writers present extraordinary people from their continent: portraits of
the women and men whom they admire, people who have changed and enriched life in Africa. The portraits include
inventor, founders of universities, resistance fighters, musicians, environmental activists or writers. African
Visionaries is a multi-faceted book, seen through African eyes, on the most impactful people of Africa.
Call Number : 05.03.05/VAN/17658

6. Afrique, la fracture scientifique = Africa, the scientific divide
MVE ONDO, Bonaventure.
Paris : Futuribles, 2005. 63 p. – (Perspectives).
ISBN: 2843873185.
Related Subjects: Science | aspects sociaux | sciences sociales | Africa | fracture scientifique | dépendance politique
| apartheid scientifique | désastre cognitif | renaissance modernisante | scientific divide | political dependene |
scientific apartheid | cognitive disaster | modernizing renaissance
Call Number : 18.01.01/MVE/17693
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7. Archie Mafeje : scholar, activist and thinker
NABUDERE, Dani W. [Wadada].
Pretoria : Africa Institute of South Africa, 2011. - 111 p.
ISBN: 9780798302869 (pbk.); 0798302860 (pbk.).
Related Subjects: MAFEJE, Archie | intellectuals -- South Africa | anthropologists | sociologists | anthropology |
Philosophy | South Africa | African philosophy | political emancipation | African identity | African self-control |
African self-understanding | social formations
Abstract : Archie Mafeje was an independent Pan-Africanist and cosmopolitan individual who sought to
understand the world at a global level in order to locate Africa within that tapestry. In many ways, Archie Mafeje
was one of the African intellectual pathfi nders. He contributed immensely to the African people's search for selfunderstanding, self-determination and political emancipation as they struggled against alienation and
misrepresentation. In recognising the academic and intellectual contribution of Archie Mafeje, this monograph
also refl ects on the African people's journey for emancipation in the search for African identity, self-control and
self-understanding.
Call Number : 05.03.05/NAB/17602

8. At the foot of the volcano: reflections on teaching at a South African university
LEVINE, Susan; ed.
Cape Town: BestRed, HSRC, 2018.-154 p.
ISBN: 9781928246190.
Related Subjects: teaching | educational sciences | higher education | universities | teaching methods | learning |
lectures | inspiration | teaching styles
Abstract : At a time of robust public contestation about higher education in South Africa, At the Foot of the
Volcano focuses on the personal journeys of university lecturers as ordinary people. The lecturers, based
predominantly at the University of Cape Town, share a passion for inspiring South Africa's next generation of
scientists, health care workers, social scientists, poets, essayists, musicians, urban planners, anthropologists and
chemists. Too often Information and Communication Technology is offered as the panacea for course content in
uncertain times. At the Foot of the Volcano suggests that no amount of technological innovation can stand in the
place of building relationships with students, finding ways to instil passion for our disciplines, and an awareness
of the sources of structural inequality that underpin the current political climate across higher institutions.
Call Number : 06.05.02/LEV/17649

9. Belt and road initiative: alternative development path for Africa
SIMELANE, Thokozani, ed; MANAGA, Lavhelesani; eds.
Pretoria: Africa Institute of South Africa, 2018.- x-164 p.
ISBN: 9780798305266.
Related Subjects: International Cooperation | development plan | China | Africa | infrastructure development |
Africa-China relations | transnational infrastructure | agricultural cooperation | Africa's agenda 2063 | China's belt
and road initiative.
Abstract : China’s emphasis on infrastructure development has received support from African leaders. Its focus
on infrastructure development in Africa was endorsed by the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding between
China and the African Union on 27 January 2015. The agreement outline plans for connecting African countries
through transportation infrastructure projects, including modern highways, airports, and high speed railways. At
the heart of Belt and Road Initiative lies the creation of an economic land belt that includes countries on the original
Silk Road through Central Asia, the Middle East and Europe, as well as a maritime “road” that links China’s port
facilities with the African coast, pushing up through the Suez Canal into the Mediterranean. China has from the
outset emphasised that the Belt and Road Initiative will be developed within the framework of the five principles.
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These entails mutual respect for each other’s territorial integrity and sovereignty; non-aggression; non-interference
in each other’s internal affairs; equality and mutual benefit; and peaceful coexistence.
This volume provides an analysis of this stance by both African and Chinese scholars. Africa through its Agenda
2063 has been driving, among others, the re-industrialisation of its economies, improved connectivity and
infrastructure development, diversification of energy sources, technology transfer and skills development. The
Belt and Road Initiative provides an alternative path for Africa to realise some of these milestones.
Full Text : http://www.hsrc.ac.za/en/research-outputs/view/9602
Call Number : 01.01.01/SIM/17676

10. Beyond imagination : the ethics and applications of nanotechnology and bioeconomics in South Africa
MAZIBUKO, Zamanzima, ed. ; Mapungubwe Institute for Strategic Reflection.
Woodmead, Johannesburg : Mapungubwe, 2018. - xxv-247 p.
ISBN : 9780639923802.
Related Subjects : new technology | high technology | Research | South Africa | nanoscience | nanotechnology |
nanoethics | nanomedicine | bio-economics | biotechnology | emerging technology | moral and ethical aspects
Abstract : Nanotechnology is sweeping the world. This science of very small particles, which includes genetic
modification and the reconfiguring of the arrangement of atoms, presents possibilities beyond imagination. It also
has huge implications for all South Africans, especially at home. How exactly is this new technology playing out
in South Africa ? In countries like India, nanotechnology is being supported as a source of income and innovation.
It has the potential to improve both the human condition and a country's productivity and competitiveness. Is South
Africa doing what it should and could to foster nanotechnology and biotechnology, and to advance bioeconomies
within the country ? And what does the new technology mean for us as consumers ? How many of us know that
this technology is already being employed in substances like suntan cream and lipstick, with potential health
implications for users ? The application of nanotechnology poses risks as well as huge benefits, so we need to be
particularly vigilant of the ethics and dangers of it. This book provokes discussion around these important topics
and relays eyeopening information to those of us who thought all of this was sci-fi.
Call Number : 12.06.01/MAZ/17653

11. The Blue Economy Handbook of the Indian Ocean Region
ATTRI, Vishva Nath; BOHLER-MULLER, Narnia, eds.
Pretoria : Africa Institute of South Africa, 2018. - 472 p.
ISBN: 978-0798305181.
Related Subjects: manuals | océans | indian ocean | marine environment | climate change | Environmental
Protection | blue economy | Indian Ocean Region
Abstract : As humanity enters the Anthropocene epoch the oceans are more at risk than ever before as a result of
the increased exploitation of its resources. The Indian Ocean is the third largest ocean in the world comprising
20% of the water on the Earth's surface. The sea lanes in the Indian Ocean are among the busiest in the world with
more than 80 percent of global seaborne trade in oil transiting through the Indian Ocean and its vital chokepoints
and an estimated 40% of the world's offshore oil production comes from the Indian Ocean. The importance of this
region cannot be underestimated and there is no doubt that there are many opportunities for economic growth and
job creation presented by the waters washing the shores of the Indian Ocean Rim. In order to ensure a desirable
future for humanity it is necessary to make use of the ocean’s resources in a sustainable and responsible manner.
Climate change is affecting the Indian Ocean negatively, placing a strain on the ability to ensure food security and
damaging the economies of small island states that depend on fisheries and aquaculture for their livelihoods.
Increasing ocean temperatures and ocean acidification are taking a toll on ecosystems.
This book is the first of its kind, providing fresh insights into the various aspects and impacts of the Blue Economy
in the Indian Ocean Region: from shifting paradigms, to an accounting framework, gender dynamics, the law of
the sea and renewable energy, this handbook aims at increasing awareness of the Blue Economy in the Indian
Ocean Region and to provide evidence to policy-makers in the region to make informed decisions. The
contributions are from a mixture of disciplines by scholars and experts from seven count
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Call Number : 19.02.09/ATT/17684

12. Care in context: transnational gender perspectives
REDDY, Vasu; MEYER, Stephan; SHEFER, Tamara; MEYIWA, Thenjiwe; eds.
Publisher: Cape Town : HSRC Press, 2014. - xii-420 p.
ISBN: 9780796924193.
Related Subjects: Quality of Life | gender equality | social justice | prenatal care | Child Welfare | gender relations
| care | gender inequality | care policy | social cohesion | health care
Abstract : Care in context is a thought-provoking book that looks at gender inequalities in the context of care.
Drawing in part from unique transnational perspectives and gripping interviews, this book focuses on key
questions that intellectuals, policy makers and all of us who care and need care have to ask, such as: What is good
care? Who should be involved in providing it? And how should care be arranged and organized so that that the
interests of both care givers and care recipients are equally provided for? Care is indispensable to human
flourishing. Without it we cannot survive. It is vital to the development of all individuals and to that of the broader
society. Increasing economic and health problems have also contributed to mounting care crises in different parts
of the world. With this view, the book offers fresh and nuanced perspectives and is a definite must read for all
those affected by issues of care.
Full Text : https://www.researchgate.net/publication/279191297_CARE_IN_CONTEXT_Transnational_gender_perspectives

Call Number : 05.03.01/RED/17675

13. Castells in Africa : universities and development
MULLER, Johan ; CLOETE, Nico ; VAN SCHALKWYK, François, eds
Cape Town, South Africa : African Minds, 2017. - viii-248 p.
ISBN: 9781920677923.
Related Subjects: CASTELLS, Manuel | Higher Education | universities | economic development -- Developing
countries | South Africa | effect of education on development
Abstract : Castells in Africa: Universities and Development collects the papers produced by Manuel Castells on
his visits to South Africa, and publishes them in a single volume for the first time. The book also publishes a series
of empirically-based papers which together display the multi-faceted and far-sighted scope of his theoretical
framework, and its fecundity for fine-grained, detailed empirical investigations on universities and development
in Africa. Castells, in his afterword to this book, always looking forward, assesses the role of the university in the
wake of the upheavals to the global economic order. He decides the university’s function not only remains, but is
more important than ever. This book will serve as an introduction to the relevance of his work for higher education
in Africa for postgraduate students, reflective practitioners and researchers.
Full Text : http://www.africanminds.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Castells_in_Africa_9781920677923_WEB.pdf

Call Number : 06.03.06/MUL/17657

14. Checks and balances : African constitutions and democracy in the 21st century
MASTERSON, Grant ; MEIROTTI, Melanie, eds.
Johannesburg, South Africa : EISA, [2017]. - ix-152 p.
ISBN: 9781920446673; 1920446672.
Related Subjects: constitutions | democracy | constitutional reform | political leadership | elite | Africa -- Politics
and government
Full Text : https://www.eisa.org/pdf/symp2015bk.pdf
Call Number : 04.03.01/MAS/17645
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15. Civil society, governance, and regional integration in Africa
AMUWO, Kunle ; PUL, Hippolyt A. S ; ADADEVOH, Irene Omolola, eds.
Nairobi, Kenya : Development Policy Management Forum, 2009. - xii-388 p.
ISBN: 9966726624.
Related Subjects: civil society | regional integration | economic integration | Governance | Democracy | Africa -Economic integration. -- Politics and government -- 21st century | good governance | NEPAD
Call Number : 05.03.07/AMU/17641

16. Claude E. Ake: the making of an organic intellectual
AROWOSEGBE, Jeremiah O.
Grahamstown : African Humanities Program, NISC 2019. - xii-210 p. (African Humanities
Series)
ISBN: 9781920033538; 9781920033545 (pdf); 9781920033552.
Related Subjects: Ake, Claude E. 1939-1996 | intellectuals | Philosophy | political science | Political Theory |
Biographies | Africa | political thought | African intellectual history | African studies
Abstract : Claude E. Ake, radical African political philosopher of the first four decades of the postcolonial era,
stands out as a progressive social force whose writings continue to have appeal and relevance long after his
untimely death in 1996. In examining Ake's intellectual works, Jeremiah O. Arowosegbe sets out the framework
of his theoretical orientations in the context of his life, and reveals him as one of the most fertile and influential
voices within the social sciences community in Africa.
In tracing the genesis and development of Ake's political thought, Arowosegbe draws attention to Ake's compelling
account of the material implications and political costs of European colonisation of Africa and his conception of
a different future for the continent. Approaching his subject from a Gramscian and Marxist perspective,
Arowosegbe elucidates how Ake's philosophy demonstrates the intimate entanglement of class and social, cultural
and historical issues, and how, as a contributor to endogenous knowledge production and postcolonial studies on
Africa, Ake is firmly rooted in a South-driven critique of Western historicism.
It is Arowosegbe's conviction that engaged scholars are uniquely important in challenging existing hierarchies,
oppressive institutions, and truth regimes - and the structures of power that produce and support them; and much
can be drawn from their contributions and failings alike. This work contributes to a hitherto neglected focus area:
the impact across the continent of the ideas and lives of African and other global South academics, intellectuals
and scholar-activists. Among them, Ake is representative of bold scholarly initiatives in asserting the identities of
African and other non-Western cultures through a mindful rewriting of the intellectual and nationalist histories of
these societies on their own terms. In foregrounding the contribution of Ake with respect to both autochthonous
traditional insights and endogenous knowledge production on the continent, Arowosegbe aims at fostering the
continuance of a living and potent tradition of critique and resistance.
Engaging with the lingering impact of colonialism on previously colonised societies, this timely book will be of
immense value to scholars and students of philosophy and political science as well as African intellectual history,
African studies, postcolonial studies and subaltern studies.
Full Text : https://www.nisc.co.za/media/docs/155559619418.pdf
Call Number : 05.03.05/ARO/17665

17. Connectedness in evolution: the discourse of modernity on the ecosophy of the
Haya People in Tanzania
KAMANZI, Adalbertus.
Pretoria : Africa Institute of South Africa, 2014. 88 p.
ISBN: 9780798304313.
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Related Subjects: environmental degradation | modernization | climate change | philosophy | ecology | case studies
| Tanzania | nature | human beings | modernity | ecosophy | technology development | Haya People
Abstract : This monograph is predicated on a combative decolonial-Afrocentric ecophilosophy of science of
nature and humanity. It is rigorous and comprehensive scholarly account of how nature has been colonised and
turned into a natural resource available for the Cartesian subject in charge of the capitalist system to humanity's
ad infinitum exploitation, with serious consequences for sustainable developmentalism.
There is no doubt that this ground-breaking monograph will challenge scholars and irritate new critical thinking
on developmentalism, which takes into account the threat of human activity on nature, the environment and
ecology. It is a bold presentation of thoughts that will provoke other researches.
Away from the tempting positionality of degenerating into nostalgic and romantic traditionalism versus fast-lane
modernism, the author consistently problematises the complex issues through deployment of multidimensional
thinking, the relationship between human beings and nature, and how technology, development (in the colonial
sense) and colonial expansionism have objectified nature, sucked it dry of its content, and reduced it to the status
of raw material for the production of man's success.
URL:https://www.researchgate.net/publication/298770032_Connectedness_in_evolution_The_discourse_of_mo
dernity_on_the_ecosophy_of_the_Haya_people_in_Tanzania (read full-text)
Call Number : 16.03.04/KAM/17603

18. Consensus as democracy in Africa
MATOLINO, Bernard.
First edition.
Grahamstown, South Africa : AHP Publications, 2018. xii-227 p. (African humanities series).
ISBN: 9781920033316.
Related Subjects: Democracy | political parties | Africa Politics and government 21st century | consensus (social
sciences) | majoritarianism
Abstract : Some philosophers on the African continent and beyond are convinced that consensus, as a polity,
represents the best chance for Africa to fully democratise. In Consensus as Democracy in Africa, Bernard Matolino
challenges the basic assumptions built into consensus as a social and political theory. Central to his challenge to
the claimed viability of consensus as a democratic system are three major questions: Is consensus genuinely
superior to its majoritarian counterpart? Is consensus itself truly a democratic system? Is consensus sufficiently
different from the one-party system? In taking up these issues and others closely associated with them, Matolino
shows that consensus as a system of democracy encounters several challenges that make its viability highly
doubtful. Matolino then attempts a combination of an understanding of an authentic mode of democracy with
African reality to work out what a more desirable polity would be for the continent.
Full Text : https://www.nisc.co.za/media/docs/155559642918.pdf
Call Number : 04.02.02/MAT/17668

19. Contestations islamisées : le Sénégal entre diplomatie d'influence et islam
politique
SAMBE, Bakary.
Montréal : Les éditions Afrikana, 2018. - 238 p.
ISBN: 9782924928035.
Related Subjects: islam | diplomatie | géopolitique | Senegal | islam politique | confréries | réformisme |
militantisme islamique | diplomaties religieuses | contestations islamisées
Résumé : Le Sénégal vit le paradoxe géopolitique d’être, à la fois, le continuum et la profondeur subsaharienne
du monde arabo-musulman et un partenaire stratégique traditionnel des puissances occidentales. Pénétré depuis
longtemps par les courants idéologiques qui alimentent l’islam politique, il demeure, pour l’heure, un « îlot de
stabilité dans un océan d’instabilité » au cœur des évolutions politico-sécuritaires en Afrique de l’Ouest et au
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Sahel, où ces mêmes puissances occidentales et celles du Golfe arabo-persique sont en quête effrénée d’oasis
d’influence. Les contestations politiques islamisées ainsi que les vieilles revendications pour la reconnaissance de
la part d’arabophonie d’un pays-symbole de la Francophonie sont au cœur de ce livre mettant à nu les vulnérabilités
sociopolitiques d’un Sénégal, souvent occultées, faisant face à une lutte des élites à socialisations contradictoires.
Bakary Sambe brosse dans ce livre une analyse fouillée de ces brûlantes questions, dans un contexte où la situation
sécuritaire tendue, la montée des extrémismes et des périls liés au terrorisme transnational, imposent,
paradoxalement, aux Etats « laïques » de la région et d’ailleurs, une gestion du religieux à laquelle ils ne s’étaient
pas préparés. Cet ouvrage de l’un des plus éminents spécialistes contemporains de l’islam au Sud du Sahara,
emprunte un style libéré des « paradigmes dominants » et une approche novatrice par son interdisciplinarité pour
décrypter et analyser les stratégies d’influence des pays arabes comme occidentaux se servant du religieux en
levier d’influence afin de peser sur l’orientation des politiques publiques et de la diplomatie.
Call Number : 05.04.03/SAM/17571

20. Contested ecologies : dialogues in the south on nature and knowledge
GREEN, Lesley, ed.
Cape Town, South Africa : HSRC Press, 2013. - xix-284 p.
ISBN: 9780796924285 (pbk.); 0796924287 (pbk.); 9780796924292 (pdf); 9780796924308
(epub).
Related Subjects: ecology | human ecology philosophy | economic aspects | nature | culture | sustainable living
Abstract : Contested Ecologies: Reimagining the Nature-culture Divide in the Global South offers an intervention
in the conversations on ecology and on coloniality, and on the ways in which modern thinking, with its bifurcation
of nature and culture, constitutes ‘ecology’ within a very particular politics of the cosmos. The chapters in this
collection contest the framework of knowledge that has deadlocked nature and culture, tradition and modernity,
scientific and indigenous and in doing so makes a case for the value of rethinking knowledge beyond the natureculture divide.
Call Number : 16.01.01/GRE/17651

21. Crisis ! What crisis? : the multiple dimensions of the Zimbabwean crisis
CHIUMBU, Sarah ; MUSEMWA, Muchaparara, eds.
Publication: Cape Town, South Africa : HSRC Press, 2012. - xxv-286 p.
ISBN: 9780796923837 (pbk.); 0796923833 (pbk.).
Related Subjects: crisis | Democracy | Governance | informal economy | urban development | Zimbabwe -- Politics
and government -- Social conditions -- Economic conditions -- 1980Abstract: Crisis! What Crisis! The Multiple Dimensions of the Zimbabwean Crisis argues that the Zimbabwean
crisis is in fact a series of crises. From infrastructural problems and disease to a depreciating currency and an
increasing muscular militarism, the citizens of Zimbabwe have faced an ongoing struggle to survive. The book
explores the resilience of a people as they navigate the multiple challenges they face in the country of their birth.
In an inter-disciplinary approach, the authors of Crisis! What Crisis! engage with issues as diverse as resource
politics and livelihoods, migration and disembedment, language, and humour to demonstrate the ingenious ways
in which citizens mediate the crisis. Topically, the book explores how social media offers a subversive space that
flies in the face of increasing restrictions placed on conventional media within Zimbabwe and the governments
aggressive efforts to suppress freedom of speech and spread their nationalist agenda. The book concludes with a
sobering reflection on the past and what the future might hold.
Call Number : 03.02.04/CHI/17661
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22. Debating African philosophy : perspectives on identity, decolonial ethics, and
comparative philosophy
HULL, George, ed.
New York : Routledge, 2019. - 321 p.
ISBN : 9780429796289 (web pdf) ; 9780429796272 (epub) ; 9780429796265 (mobi).
Related Subjects: philosophy | ethics | neocolonialism | Languages | african philosophy | political philosophy |
bioethics | moral philosophy | epistemology | meta-philosophy | philosophy of languages | philosophy of race |
metaphysics of disability | environmental ethics
Abstract : In African countries there has been a surge of intellectual interest in foregrounding ideas and thinkers
of African origin—in philosophy as in other disciplines—that have been unjustly ignored or marginalized. African
scholars have demonstrated that precolonial African cultures generated ideas and arguments which were at once
truly philosophical and distinctively African, and several contemporary African thinkers are now established
figures in the philosophical mainstream. Yet, despite the universality of its themes, relevant contributions from
African philosophy have rarely permeated global philosophical debates. Critical intellectual excavation has also
tended to prioritize precolonial thought, overlooking more recent sources of home-grown philosophical thinking
such as Africa’s intellectually rich liberation movements.
This book demonstrates the potential for constructive interchange between currents of thought from African
philosophy and other intellectual currents within philosophy.
Showing how foregrounding Africa—its ideas, thinkers and problems—can help with the project of renewing and
improving the discipline of philosophy worldwide, this book will stimulate and challenge everyone with an interest
in philosophy, and is essential reading for upper-level undergraduate students, postgraduate students and scholars
of African and Africana philosophy.
Call Number : 05.01.01/HUL/17577

23. 'Dignity of labour' for African Leaders : the formation of education policy in the
British Colonial Office and Achimota School on the Gold Coast
YAMADA, Shoko
Mankon, Bamenda : Langaa Research and Publishing CIG, 2018. - xviii-314 p.
ISBN: 9956550000; 9789956550005.
Related Subjects: Educational Policy | vocational education | Philosophy | Educational Systems | Africa | Ghana
| educational philosophy | literary education
Abstract : From 1910 to the 1930s, educating Africans was a major preoccupation in the metropole and in the
colonies of imperial Britain. This richly researched book untangles the discourse on education for African leaders,
which involved diverse actors such as colonial officials, missionaries, European and American educationists or
ideologues in Africa and diaspora. The analysis is presented around two foci of decision-making: one is the
Memorandum on Education Policy in British Tropical Africa, issued by the British Colonial Office in 1923;
another is the Achimota School established on the Gold Coast Colony (present-day Ghana) as a model school in
1927. Ideas brought from different sources were mingled and converged on the areas where the motivations of
actors have coincided. The local and the global was linked through the chains of discourse, interacting with global
economic, political and social concerns. The book also vividly describes how the ideals of colonial education were
realized in Achimota School.
Call Number : 06.02.04/YAM/17618

24. Democracy and education in Namibia and beyond : a critical appraisal
AMUKUGO, Elizabeth Magano; ed.
Windhoek, Namibia : University of Namibia Press, 2017. - ix, 157 p.
ISBN: 9991642307; 9789991642307.
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Related Subjects: Democracy | Education | social justice | Human Rights | access to education | Namibia
Abstract : The Namibian constitution makes full provision for education as a fundamental human right and
freedom. Three years into independence, as part of the government’s educational policy, the ‘Education for All
Policy’ was launched as a stepping stone to free quality education. However, inequities have become widely
pronounced within the Namibian educational system. Democracy and Education in Namibia and beyond debates
the education–democracy nexus in Namibia and the southern African context. It defines and explores the meaning
of democracy and related concepts. It also looks at what democracy means in the context of human rights and
access to education. The ten chapters in this collection interrogate the strengths and limitations of education as an
instrument of social change and question whether or not the Namibian educational objectives and practices do
develop and help to sustain a democratic culture in Namibia. The authors in the collection have drawn material
from their own teaching and research experience across the fields of education and social science in Namibia and
beyond, and present their findings in a pedagogical framework suitable as a challenging text for tertiary students.
At a time when education is in crisis, especially in South Africa where strident calls for free tertiary education and
Africanisation of the curriculum are spreading like wildfire, this book gives scholarly insight into the history and
social conditions that gave rise to our current predicament.
Call Number : 04.02.02/AMU/17620

25. Le développement économique en Afrique : rapport 2015. Libérer le potentiel du
commerce des services en Afrique pour la croissance et le développement
CNUCED.
Genève : Nations Unies, 2015.- 154 p.
ISBN : 9789212124087.
Related Subjects : développement économique | commerce | services financiers | Afrique | secteur des services |
commerce des services
Full Text : https://unctad.org/fr/system/files/official-document/aldcafrica2015_fr.pdf
Call Number : 03.02.03/CNU/17588

26. Le développement économique en Afrique : rapport 2016. Dynamique de la dette
et financement du développement en Afrique
CNUCED.
Genève : Nations Unies, 2016. - viii-174 p.
ISBN : 9789212124124
Related Subjects : développement économique | dette | dette extérieure | Afrique | financement du développement
| dette intérieure
Full Text : https://unctad.org/fr/system/files/official-document/aldcafrica2016_fr.pdf
Call Number : 03.02.03/CNU/17589

27. Le développement économique en Afrique : rapport 2019. Made in Africa : les
règles d'origine, un tremplin pour le commerce intra-africain
CNUCED.
Genève : Nations Unies, 2019. - 241 p.
ISBN : 9789211129441 ; 9789210039758 ;
Related Subjects : développement économique | commerce | zone de libre-échange | Afrique | commerce intraafricain
Full Text : https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/aldcafrica2019_fr.pdf
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Call Number : 03.02.03/CNU/17578

28. Dynamiques des conflits et crises de développement en Afrique centrale
KANKWENDA, Mbaya, ed.
Publisher: Paris: Editions Duboiris, 2004. - 452 p.
ISBN: 9782951315983; 2951315988.
Related Subjects: guerre | conflits | conflits politiques | développement durable | aspects économiques | aspects
sociaux | aspects politiques | paix | intégration régionale | coopération régionale | Central Africa -- Rwanda -Burundi -- Congo RD -- Angola -- Cameroun -- République centrafricaine -- Congo -- Gabon | crise de
développement | dynamique des conflits | Grands Lacs
Call Number : 01.02.07/MBA/17646

29. Ecological changes in the Zambezi River Basin
NDEBELE-MURISA, Mzime ; KIMIREI, Ismael Aaron ; MUBAYA, Chipo Plaxedes ; BERE,
Taurai ; eds.
Dakar: CODESRIA, 2020. - xxvi-222 p. (Codesria book series)
ISBN: 978-2-86978-713-1.
Related Subjects: ecology | climate change | environment | health | water pollution | hydrology | ecosystems |
water management | East Africa -- Malawi -- Tanzania | Southern Africa -- Zambia -- Zimbabwe | Zambezi River
Basin | ecological change | ecological conditions | River health assessment | environmental flow analysis |
livelihoods | ecological systems | ecosystem goods and services | socio-economic systems
Abstract : This book provides an analysis of the ecological conditions and ecosystem goods and services of the
Zambezi River Basin (ZRB), the fourth largest river in Africa. Various environmental and anthropogenic factors
; inclusive of climate, environmental flows, hydrology, morphology, pollution and land use changes among others
and their interactions are considered as drivers of the river ecosystems. The impacts of these drivers on aquatic
biota, river ecological integrity, and the livelihoods of surrounding communities are analysed within the socioeconomic-policy context. The book goes beyond the usual inventories and basic research by using the comparative
research method (CRM) in a trans-disciplinary manner. This CRM analytical approach in this book seeks to
interrogate the differences or similarities in socio-economic systems,livelihoods, ecological systems, ecosystem
goods and services, their usage and management under the seemingly different cultural, socio-economic conditions
expected across boarders that are within the ZRB. The multidisciplinary approach also connects the typical
ecological research with social dimensions in a holistic manner. The book therefore, provides empirical and
research based evidence to support strategic planning and policy development in the wake of ecological changes
that nations and indeed regions such as the ZRB are grappling with while seeking to sustainably manage precious
river systems.
Full Text : https://codesria.org/IMG/pdf/ecological_changes_in_the_zambezi_river_basin_1_.pdf
Call Number : 16.01.01/NDE/17625

30. Écriture féminine : réception, discours et représentations
DAOUD, Mohamed; BENDJELID, Faouzia; DETREZ, Christine, eds.Markaz al-Baḥth fī alAntrūbūlūjiyā al-Ijtimāʻīyah wa-al-Thaqāfīyah (Algeria).
Publisher: Oran : Editions CRASC, 2010. - 284, 260 p.
ISBN: 9789961813393.
Other Title :  الخطاب والتمثالت، التلقي: كتابة النسوية
Other Title: Kitābah al-niswīyah : al-talaqqī, al-khiṭāb wa-al-tamaththulāt.
Related Subjects: Literature | femmes | langue arabe | intellectuels Congresses | écriture | literature arabe | auteures
| femmes en littérature
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Résumé : De toute évidence la littérature féminine ne cesse de prendre de l’ampleur et de se déployer dans le
champ métaphorique, au Maghreb et ailleurs, par la multitude et la diversité de sa production. Alors que dire de
cette littérature ? Sinon qu’elle prend de plus en plus une place non négligeable dans les sociétés maghrébines par
le nombre roissant d’écrivaines qui envahissent la sphère littéraire. Assia Djebar, Fatima Mernissi, Hala Béji,
Malika Mokkedem, Hawa Djabali, Leîla Sebbar, hlem Mosteghanemi, Fatima Bakhaï, et la liste est bien, bien
longue… Cest autant de voix féminines qui foisonnent et dont la floraison des écrits assiègent l’univers de la
littérature au Maghreb ; les écrits des femmes prennent l’aspect d’une incursion, voire d’un envahissement, d’une
conquête des espaces de la vie intellectuelle jalousement réservés par la tradition et la coutume aux « esprits
supérieurs et aux bien-pensants » uniquement.
Alors : Agression ou transgression ? Violation ou rébellion ? Offensive ou insoumission ? Les interrogations et
les lectures peuvent se multiplier indéfiniment. Mais, il est clair, qu’au Maghreb, la littérature féminine s’inscrit
dans la problématique d’une écriture de la résistance et du combat ; une résistance toute pacifique, sereine et
responsable, soumise au pouvoir impérieux des imaginaires et des mots dont l’objectif ultime est de se déployer
dans le processus historique d’une quête de soi, d'une reconnaissance, d'une revalorisation et d'une présence digne
dans les sociétés auxquelles appartiennent ces femmes.
Cet ouvrage réunit les textes de communications proposées au colloque international : « Ecriture féminine :
réception, discours et représentations » organisé le 18 et 19 novembre 2007 à Oran.
Full Text : https://ouvrages.crasc.dz/index.php/fr/les-ouvrages/50-ecriture-f%C3%A9mininer%C3%A9ception,-discours-et-repr%C3%A9sentations
Call Number : 05.05.03/DAO/17691

31. Education first ! From Martin Luther to sustainable development
LUTZ, Wolfgang ; KLINGHOLZ, Reiner.
1st edition
Stellenbosch: STIAS Publication, Sun Media, 2017. - 210 p. (The STIAS Series)
ISBN: 9781928357353; 9781928357360 (e-book).
Related Subjects: education | sustainable development | human development | modernization | education of girls
| education for all | education culture | King, Martin Luther
Abstract : “This scholarly yet highly accessible volume by two renowned experts shows why education is under
threat, and what should be done to counter this. The authors mobilise a fascinating array of compelling historical
and current evidence which demonstrates the centrality of education to the creation of flourishing societies and
show the dire consequences of its neglect. Anyone interested in education and development should read this
book.” – Professor Ian Goldin, University of Oxford.
Full Text : https://scholar.sun.ac.za/handle/10019.1/107724
Call Number : 06.02.01/LUT/17647

32. Enfants dans le commerce du sexe : état des lieux, état d'urgence
HODAN, Florence.
Paris : L'Harmattan, 2005. - 168 p. (Questions contemporaines)
ISBN: 2747599752.
Related Subjects: prostitution | enfants | abus sexuels | prostitution des enfants | commerce du sexe | tourisme
sexuel | trafic d'enfants
Résumé : Phénomène mondial qui semble connaître un développement sans précédent, la prostitution apparaît
comme une des pires formes d'exploitation des enfants. Quels sont ses différents visages selon les pays ? Quelles
en sont les causes ? Comment est organisé le trafic ? Y a-t-il un lien entre prostitution des enfants et celle des
adultes ? Qui sont les hommes qui paient ces enfants ? Un ouvrage clair et complet pour amener à une véritable
mobilisation.
Call Number : 02.04.02/HOD/17596
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33. L'exploitation sexuelle et commerciale des enfants : un fléau mondial
BARDEL, Edith.
Paris : Harmattan, 2010. 110 p.
ISBN: 9782296113213.
Related Subjects: abus sexuels | enfance | mauvais traitements envers les enfants | droits de l'enfant | protection
de l'enfance | exploitation sexuelle des enfants | exploitation commerciale des enfants
Résumé : L'exploitation sexuelle des enfants à des fins commerciales est devenue aujourd'hui une réalité présente
sur tous les continents. Comment ce phénomène qui viole les règles les plus simples en matière de "droits de
l'homme" s'est-il répandu au-delà de toute frontière malgré l'existence des conventions juridiques claires que la
plupart des Etats membres des Nations Unies ont signées ? Quelles sont les solutions les plus adaptées pour lutter
contre ce fléau ? Voici des esquisses de réponses claires et précises prenant des exemples en Asie, en Afrique, aux
Amériques, mais aussi Occident.
Call Number : 02.04.02/BAR/17593

34. Enseignement-apprentissage de la littérature : base de données, onomastique et
comparatisme littéraires.
MEDJAHED, Leila ; KRIDECH, Abdelhamid ; BENRAMDANE, Farid; eds .Markaz al-Baḥth
fī al-Antrūbūlūjiyā al-Ijtimāʻīyah wa-al-Thaqāfīyah (Algeria)
Oran, Algérie : Éditions CRASC, [2018]. - 253 p.
ISBN: 9789931598169.
Related Subjects: littérature | enseignement | apprentissage | traduction | langues étrangères | lecture | bases de
données | linguistique | Algeria -- Literatures -- Study and teaching -- Algeria | littérature française | langues
nationales | production écrite | interlangue | interculture | onomastique | comparatisme littéraire
Full Text : https://ouvrages.crasc.dz/index.php/fr/les-ouvrages/975-enseignement-apprentissage-de-lalitt%C3%A9rature-base-de-donn%C3%A9es,-onomastique-et-comparatisme-litt%C3%A9raires
Call Number : 05.05.03/MED/17612

35. Epidémiologie de l'économie et confinement de l'organisation Covid-19
MOUNGOU MBENDA, Sabine ; ONDOUA BIWOLE, Viviane ; éds. sc.
Yaoundé: LesPUY (Presses Universitaires de Yaoundé) ; RéSFUGE (Réseau Scientifique des
Femmes Universitaires en Gestion et en Economie), juillet 2020. - 276 p. (Collection
Connaissances de)
Related Subjects: maladies infectieuses | épidémiologie | virus | implications économiques | implications sociales
| risques sanitaires | réseaux de communication | Internet | socialisation | personnel médical | commerce
international | adaptation au changement | Cameroun | Covid-19 | pandémie | stigmatisation | crise sanitaire |
comportement de résistance | gestes-barrières | automédication | Réseaux Sociaux Numériques | culture numérique
| organisations agiles | télétravail | management à distance | confinement | distanciation sociale | Fake-News
Full Text : https://codesria.org/IMG/pdf/-299.pdf ;
https://www.univ-yaounde2.org/epidemiologie-de-leconomie-et-confinement-de-lorganisation-covid-19/
Call Number : 15.04.02/MOU/17624
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36. Feminism and black women's creative writing : theory, practice, and criticism
ADEBAYO, Aduke.
Ibadan : AMD Publishers, 1996. - 245 p.
ISBN: 9782816485.
Related Subjects: literature History and criticism | Women | Blacks | intellectuals | writing | feminism | Africa |
Nigeria | women authors | african literature
Call Number : 05.05.03/ADE/17687

37. Femmes plurielles : les répresentations des femmes : discours, normes et
conduites
JOCKERS, Danielle; CARRE, Renée; DUPRE, Marie-Claude, eds.
Paris : Editions de la Maison des sciences de l'homme, 1999. - 300 p.
ISBN: 2735108457.
Related Subjects: femmes | condition de la femme | conditions sociales | rôles sexuels | Religion | Mythologie |
rites | chants funéraires | Sereer ndut
Résumé : Ce livre nous entraîne dans l'univers des représentations inconscientes qui établissent l'infériorité des
femmes comme une évidence. Il nous invite au voyage dans les sociétés les plus diverses où, à travers le monde
et de l'Antiquité à nos jours, des a priori contribuent à maintenir et à justifier l'oppression des femmes. Les auteurs,
toutes universitaires et chercheuses, nous font découvrir la force créatrice des représentations qui minimisent et
dévalorisent les compétences féminines dans tous les domaines. Elles nous incitent à repenser les discours, fussentils scientifiques, et nous obligent à porter un regard critique sur les commentaires sexistes si prompts à saluer toute
incursion féminine dans les lieux de pouvoir. Loin des doléances, les auteurs nous font partager la vitalité,
l'humour, l'inventivité des femmes, leur lucidité et leurs vertus face aux préjugés légitimant leur statut inférieur.
Les représentations sexuées varient tellement, d'une société à l'autre et d'une époque à l'autre, que leur caractère
construit devient évident. Ainsi naît l'espoir de les modifier et de voir émerger le droit vital à la différence - sans
discrimination - entre les hommes et les femmes.
Call Number : 14.02.03/JOC/17688

38. Genre et sécurité au Sénégal : une intégration à poursuivre
SARR, Fatou.
Genève : DCAF (Centre pour le contrôle démocratique des forces armées); Dakar : AMLD
(Alliance pour la migration, le leadership et le développement); IFAN. Laboratoire genre et
recherche scientifique ; CODESRIA, 2010. - 43 p.
ISBN : 9789292220747.
Related Subjects : relations entre les sexes | femmes | sécurité | Conflits | violence | forces armées | police |
parlement | société civile | sécurité humaine | gendarmerie | institutions de sécurité | politique de sécurité | agents
de sécurité
Résumé : Dans cette étude, réalisée pour DCAF et en collaboration avec l’Alliance pour la migration, le leadership
et le développement (AMLD), Fatou Sarr de l’Université Cheikh Anta Diop à Dakar présente un état des lieux de
la prise en compte de la dimension genre dans le secteur de la sécurité au Sénégal. L’étude présente notamment
une cartographie des acteurs impliqués dans la gestion de la sécurité, incluant les forces armées et la gendarmerie
nationale, la police et le groupement national des sapeurs-pompiers, les corps paramilitaires, le ministère de
l’Intérieur, le ministère des Forces armées, le ministère de la Justice, le ministère de la Famille, de la Sécurité
alimentaire, de l’Entreprenariat féminin, de la Micro finance et de la Petite enfance, le parlement, la société civile,
les organisations et réseaux régionaux, les organisations internationales et les missions diplomatiques et militaires.
Pour chacune de ces institutions, l’auteure trace un portrait des modalités de prise en charge des questions de
genre, des bonnes pratiques et des obstacles rencontrés. Enfin, des propositions relatives aux questions de genre
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et à la sécurité sont également énoncées afin d’accompagner le gouvernement et les autres parties prenantes dans
la définition et la mise en œuvre de politiques d’intervention pertinentes.
URL:https://issat.dcaf.ch/download/6502/59193/2010%20Genre%20et%20s%C3%A9curit%C3%A9%20au%20
S%C3%A9n%C3%A9gal%20-%20une%20int%C3%A9gration%20%C3%A0%20poursuivre.pdf
Call Number : 05.03.01/SAR/17594

39. Going to University: The Influence of Higher Education on the Lives of Young
South Africans
CASE, Jennifer M; MARSHALL, Delia.
Cape Town : African minds, 2018. - ix-164 p. (African Higher education dynamics series ;
vol. 3).
ISBN: 978-1-928331-69-8.
Related Subjects: higher education | youth | universities | employment | living conditions | South Africa | public
good | private good
Abstract : Around the world, more young people than ever before are attending university. Student numbers in
South Africa have doubled since democracy and for many families, higher education is a route to a better future
for their children. But alongside the overwhelming demand for higher education, questions about its purposes have
intensified. Deliberations about the curriculum, culture and costing of public higher education abound from student
activists, academics, parents, civil society and policy-makers. We know, from macro research, that South African
graduates generally have good employment prospects. But little is known at a detailed level about how young
people actually make use of their university experiences to craft their life courses. And even less is known about
what happens to those who drop out. This accessible book brings together the rich life stories of 73 young people,
six years after they began their university studies. It traces how going to university influences not only their
employment options, but also nurtures the agency needed to chart their own way and to engage critically with the
world around them. The book offers deep insights into the ways in which public higher education is both a private
and public good, and it provides significant conclusions pertinent to anyone who works in – and cares about –
universities.
Full Text : http://www.africanminds.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/9781928331698_web.pdf
Call Number : 06.03.06/CAS/17682

40. Governing cities in Africa : politics and policies
BEKKER, Simon ; FOURCHARD, Laurent; eds.
Cape Town, South Africa : HSRC Press, 2013. - xxxiii-205 p.
ISBN: 9780796924162; 0796924163.
Other Title: Politics and policies
Related Subjects: towns | local government | political parties | Politics | urban policy | Ethnicity | political aspects
| urban planning | urban policy | waste management | Africa -- Politics and government -- 1960- | Africa -- Social
conditions -- 1960- | urban governance | urban security
Abstract : Studies of government and politics in Africa are dominated by a focus on the national and are typically
set apart by anglophone, francophone and lusophone historical influences, with South Africa as an exception. This
volume departs from a different set of questions and employs a novel approach in discussing them: cities in subSaharan Africa provide the pivot around which issues of policy and practice, planning and service delivery turn,
at different scales and both from the top down as well as from the bottom up. Party politics, for example, is
discussed at city level and urban security both within a state and a non-state context. The novelty of the approach
is found in thematic rather than single-city chapters written by multiple authors each of whom displays depth
knowledge of one of three or more cities treated in each case. This volume will interest scholars of African and of
urban studies as well as urban policy-makers and practitioners
Call Number : 14.04.03/BEK/17609
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41. Guerre et religion dans le monde punique : à la mémoire de Alia Krandel-Ben
Younès
TAHAR, Mohamed
Tunis : Laboratoire de recherche Histoire des économies et des sociétés méditerranéennes,
2017. - 348 p.
ISBN: 9789973069740; 9973069749.
Related Subjects: Krandel-Ben Younès, Alia, 1954-2014 | war | religion | Carthage (Extinct city) Religion | punic
war | punic antiquities
Call Number : 01.02.07/TAH/17678

42. Harnessing migration for inclusive growth and development in Southern Africa :
special report
CRUSH, Jonathan ; DODSON, Belinda ; WILLIAMS, Vincent ; TEVERA, Daniel.
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada : Southern African Migration Programme, 2017. - vi-64 p.
ISBN: 9781920596323 (pbk).
Related Subjects: migration | emigration | immigration | economic development | regional development | Africa,
Southern -- Emigration and immigration -- Economic aspects | regional migration | inclusive growth
Abstract : The primary goal of this study is to present the results of a comprehensive scope of key opportunities
and challenges for harnessing migration for inclusive growth and development at the regional level in Southern
Africa. The main objectives were as follows: • Provide an overview of regional migration stocks and flows
identifying regional trends, drivers and impacts from existing research literature and official data; • Profile migrant
characteristics at the regional level including demographic composition, types of migration and occupational
profile; • Examine the relevance of multilateral, continental and regional migration instruments, policies,
protocols, agreements and forums with a view to identifying actions required to move the regional migration
management agenda forward and align with the goal of enhancing migration for inclusive growth and development
in Southern Africa; • Analyze the key initiatives, opportunities and obstacles to developing a coherent, integrated
and rights-regarding approach to migration management including areas of common commitment and ownership,
and points of actual and potential conflict and disagreement between states; • Conduct a gender analysis of regional
migration dynamics including gender dimensions of migration, challenges, dangers and vulnerabilities confronting
migrant women and other vulnerable groups, and gender analysis of migration management in Southern Africa; •
Identify potential programming areas that are weak or underdeveloped…
Full Text : https://scholars.wlu.ca/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1001&context=samp
Call Number : 14.07.01/CRU/17642

43. Higher Education Pathways: South African Undergraduate Education and the
Public Good
ASHWIN, Paul; CASE, Jennifer, eds.
Cape Town : African minds, 2018. - ix-307 p. (African Higher Education Dynamics Series ;
Vol. 4).
ISBN: 978-1-928331-90-2.
Related Subjects: Higher Education | apartheid | discrimination | undergraduate education | post-apartheid society
Summary : In what ways does access to undergraduate education have a transformative impact on people and
societies? What conditions are required for this impact to occur? What are the pathways from an undergraduate
education to the public good, including inclusive economic development?
These questions have particular resonance in the South African higher education context, which is attempting to
tackle the challenges of widening access and improving completion rates in in a system in which the segregations
of the apartheid years are still apparent.
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Higher education is recognised in core legislation as having a distinctive and crucial role in building post-apartheid
society. Undergraduate education is seen as central to addressing skills shortages in South Africa. It is also seen
to yield significant social returns, including a consistent positive impact on societal institutions and the
development of a range of capabilities that have public, as well as private, benefits.
This book offers comprehensive contemporary evidence that allows for a fresh engagement with these pressing
issues.
Full Text : http://www.africanminds.co.za/wpcontent/uploads/2018/11/HIgher_Education_Pathways_9781928331902.pdf
Call Number : 06.03.06/ASH/17681

44. Human rights in African prisons
SARKIN, Jeremy; ed.
Cape Town, South Africa : HSRC Press ; Athens, Ohio : Ohio University Press, 2008. - x 254 p. (Research in international studies. Global and comparative studies series ; no. 10)
ISBN: 9780796922069 (pbk: HSRC Press); 0796922063 (pbk : HSRC Press);
9780896802650 (pbk : Ohio University Press); 0896802655 (pbk : Ohio University Press).
Related Subjects: prisons | human rights | overpopulation | medical care | women | children | juvenile delinquency
| overcrowding | pretrial detention | conditions of detention | prison reform | prison governance | women prisoners
| management of child and women | prisoners rehabilitation | prisoners reintegration | sentencing
Abstract : Prisons have always been a key focus of those interested in human rights and the rule of law. This book
looks at the challenges African governments face in dealing with these issues. Written by some of the most eminent
researchers from and on Africa, including the former Chairperson of the African Commission on Human and
Peoples' Rights, it provides a detailed consideration of the situation in African prisons and examines how regional
and international legal instruments have dealt with human rights concerns such as overcrowding, healthcare,
pretrial detention and the treatment of women and children. Critically, the book reveals that there are processes
and reforms underway across nations in Africa, and makes recommendations for strengthening and building on
them.
Call Number : 02.04.02/SAR/17605

45. Imonti modern : picturing the life & times of a South African location
BANK, Leslie John; QEBEYI, Mxolisi K; PATERSON, Mark, eds.
Cape Town, South Africa : BestRed, 2017. - x-238 p.
ISBN: 9781928246237.
Related Subjects: Blacks | life | forced migration | Nationalism | resistance | life styles | clothing | music | leisure
| Culture | housing | slums | South Africa Social life and customs. East London | documentary photography |
urban culture | ghetto | social life
Abstract : Imonti Modern seeks to recount a previously untold narrative of East London's Coloured and African
locations after the Second World War and before these communities were ripped apart in the early 1960s by
apartheid-era forced removals. Photographs, poems and oral accounts by former residents portray their public and
cultural life in the city's locations on the East and West Banks of the Buffalo River. In their own words and through
their own pictures, these stories reveal how African residents created their own styles and forms of dress, music,
leisure and home-making to forge a unique urban culture. How they created and occupied public spaces at the
beach, in the dance hall, on the rugby pitch, in the boxing ring and at church and school. How they forged new
social identities from the forms of consumption and aspiration that they found in the surrounding city. It also shows
how their popular imagination was fired by the cultural and political example of black America, which offered
hope for greater civic participation in a modern, developing world.
Call Number : 14.03.03/BAN/17615
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46. Indigenous People in Africa: contestations, empowerment and group rights
LAHER, Ridwan ; SING'OEI, Korir; ed.
Pretoria: Africa Institute of South Africa, 2014. - xv-175 p.
ISBN: 9780798304641.
Related Subjects: indigenous population | Human Rights | Property Rights | Constitutional Reform | Africa |
indigenous people | indigenous rights | transitional justice | environmental conservation | chronic trauma | state
policy
Abstract : This volume is an attempt to provide this intersectional and reflexive space. The thinking behind the
book began in Lamu in mid-2010. It was a time when growing community resistance emerged towards the Kenyan
government's plan to build a second seaport under a trans-frontier infrastructural project known as the Lamu PortSouth Sudan-Ethiopia Transport Corridor (LAPSSET). The editors agreed that a book that draws community
activists, academics, researchers and policy makers into a discussion of the predicament of indigenous rights and
development against the backdrop of the Endorois case was timely and needed. Assembled here are the original
contributions of some of the leading contemporary thinkers in the area of indigenous and human rights in Africa.
The book is an interdisciplinary effort with the single purpose of thinking through indigenous rights after the
Endorois case but it is not a singular laudatory remark on indigenous life in Africa. The discussion begins by
framing indigenous rights and claims to indigeneity as found in the Endorois decision and its related socio-political
history. Subsequent chapters provide deeper contextual analysis by evaluating the tense relationship between
indigenous peoples and the post-colonial nation-state. Overall, the book makes a peering and provocative
contribution to the relational interests between state policies and the developmental intersections of indigeneity,
indigenous rights, gender advocacy, environmental conservation, chronic trauma and transitional justice.
Call Number : 14.03.01/LAH/17607

47. Inclusive education : examining equity on five continents
ARTILES, Alfredo J ; KOZLESKI, Elizabeth B ; WAITOLLER, Federico R.; eds.
Cambridge : Harvard Education Press, 2011. - vi-290 p.
ISBN: 161250115X (pbk.); 9781612501154 (pbk.); 9781612501161; 1612501168.
Related Subjects: education | special education | educational systems | Inklusive Pädagogik | Internationaler
Vergleich | Aufsatzsammlung | inclusive education | educational equity
Abstract : Despite the impressive growth of inclusive education around the world, questions and considerations
about equity have been neglected. This edited volume makes a major contribution to the field of inclusive
education by analyzing equity concerns that have emerged from the implementation of inclusive education models
in nine nations on five continents. The authors examine how disparate approaches to inclusive education are
mediated by the official and implicit goals of public education; by access to intellectual, human, and material
resources; and by collective understanding of and educational responses to sociocultural differences. Inclusive
Education provides critical reviews of research on this important education reform movement, as well as a refined
theoretical understanding of the ways equity is addressed. It also offers lessons for future policy and research that
are mindful of equity.
Call Number : 06.02.01/ART/17592

48. In and out of the Maasai Steppe
STEPHENS, Joy.
Cape Town, South Africa : BestRed, 2016. - ix, 266 p., 12 unnumbered pages of plates
ISBN: 9781928246121.
Related Subjects : women | social conditions | economic conditions | marriage | wives | belief | social change |
Tanzania | Maasai (African people) | social life and customs | co-wives | social hierarchy | ways of life
Description : In and out of the Maasai Steppe looks at the Maasai women in the Maasai Steppe of Tanzania. The
book explores their current plight – threatened by climate change – in the light of colonial history and postCODICE New Acquisitions / Nouvelles acquisitions du CODICE : 2020
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independence history of land seizures. The book documents the struggles of a group of women to develop new
livelihood income through their traditional beadwork. Voices of the women are shared as they talk about how it
feels to share their husband with many co-wives, and the book examines gender, their beliefs, social hierarchy,
social changes and in particular the interface between the Maasai and colonials.
Call Number : 14.02.03/STE/17632

49. Indian Africa : minorities of Indian-Pakistani origin in Eastern Africa
ADAM, Michel, ed.
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania : Mkuki na Nyota Publishers, [2015]. - xvii, 484 p.
ISBN: 9789987082971.
Related Subjects: minority groups | social conditions | history | race relations | economic conditions | family |
human relations | Eastern Africa -- Kenya -- Uganda -- Tanzania | South-Asia | Pakistan | East Indians | IndianAfricans | East Indian diaspora
Abstract : Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania have minorities from the Indian sub-continent amongst their population.
The East African Indians mostly reside in the main cities, particularly Nairobi, Dar es Salaam, Zanzibar, Mombasa,
Kampala ; they can also be found in smaller urban centres and in the remotest of rural townships. They play a
leading social and economic role as the)’ work in business, manufacturing and the service industry, and make up
a large proportion of the liberal professions. They are divided into multiple socio-religious communities, but united
in a mutual feeling of meta-cultural identity.
This book aims at painting a broad picture of the communities of Indian origin in East Africa, striving to include
changes that have occurred since the end of the 1980s. The different contributions explore questions of race and
citizenship, national loyalties and cosmopolitan identities, local attachment and transnational networks. Drawing
upon anthropology, history, sociology and demography, Indian Africa depicts a multifaceted population and
analyses how the past and the present shape their sense of belonging, their relations with others, their professional
and political engagement. This book is a must-read for contemporary researchers, students, policy practioners as
well as the general reader.
Call Number : 05.03.07/ADA/17628

50. Islam and democracy
ESPOSITO, John L; VOLL, John Obert.
New York : Oxford University Press, 1996. - 232 p.
ISBN: 0195102967 (cloth : acidfree paper); 0195108167 (pbk: acidfree paper).
Related Subjects: islam | state | Democracy | Religion | political participation | Islamic countries Politics and
government
Abstract : Religious resurgence and democratization have been two of the most significant developments of the
last quarter of the twentieth century. Frequently they work together; other times they are at odds. In the Muslim
world, this relationship is of special importance because of the strength of the Islamic resurgence, and the intensity
of Muslim demands for greater popular participation in political processes Esposito and Voll use six cases studies
to look at the history of this relationship and the role played by new Islamic movements. At one end of the
spectrum, Iran and Sudan represent two cases of militant, revolutionary Islam opposing the political system. In
Algeria and Malaysia however, the new movements have been legally recognized and made part of the political
process. The authors identify several important factors, such as the legality or illegality of the new Islamic
movements and the degree to which they cooperate with existing rulers, as being key to understanding the success
or failure of these movements. Still, the case studies prove that despite the commonalities, differing national
contexts and identities give rise to differences in agenda and method. This broad spectrum of experience contains
important lessons for understanding this complex and subtle relationship, and will also provide insight into the
powerful forces of religion and democracy in a broader global context.
Call Number : 05.04.03/ESP/17686
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51. Land grabs in a green African economy: implications for trade, investment and
development policies
NHAWO, Godwell; CHEKWOTI, Caiphas, eds.
Pretoria: Africa Institute of South Africa, Trade Policy Training Centre in Africa (TRAPCA),
2014. - xvi-185 p.
ISBN: 9780798304771.
Related Subjects: land acquisition | Trade | Investment | Development Policy | Foreign Investment | land grab |
green economy | agrarian revolution | foreign land acquisition | foreign land purchase | foreign direct investment |
land rights.
Abstract : This book focuses on profiling, from both literature-based and primary research points of orientation,
instances of land grabs and/or acquisitions with a focus on the implications of land grabs for trade, investment and
development policy in Africa under the global green economy transition agenda. In many instances, case studies
and examples paint a picture that could be of use to policy-makers. Overall, the book advocates a 'satisfy-satisfy'
orientation when land deals are made, as well as total transparency from key actors, building grassroots negotiation
capacity and awareness. To illustrate some of the emerging issues in terms of land-grabs, acquisition and their
implications for trade, investment and development policies, the sixth Trade Policy Training Centre in Africa
(trapca) conference took place in Arusha, Tanzania on 24 and 25 November 2011. The conference had two
objectives: (1) to come up with concrete policy interventions and recommendations that would harness foreign
investment in land on the continent; and (2) to publish this edited book of selected papers presented at the
conference that met the rigorous specifications laid down by the editors and publishers. One of the major
revelations to emerge from the Conference was that 'there is no vacant land in Africa'. In addition, participants
took the view that land deals in Africa needed to be done on a 'satisfy-satisfy-satisfy' rather than a 'win-win-win'
basis. This book is jointly published by trapca and the Africa Institute of South Africa (AISA).
Call Number : 07.02.01/NHA/17674

52. "Land is life, conservancy is life" : the San and the N[palatal click]a Jaqna
Conservancy, Tsumkwe District West, Namibia
WELCH, Cameron.
Basel, Switzerland : Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 2018. - xi, 277 p. (Basel Namibia Studies
series ; 20)
ISBN: 9783906927022; 3906927024.
Other Title: San and the Na Jaqna Conservancy, Tsumkwe District West, Namibia.
Related Subjects: Natural Resources | resources conservation | Nature Conservation | indigenous population | land
reform | resources management | Namibia | indigenous rights
Abstract : Community-based natural resource management or CBNRM, with its attention to community
participation, its call for de-centralization of rights to local resource users through democratic and equitable
structures, and its potential to deliver benefits to local livelihoods and national conservation interests now forms
the predominant strategy for rural development in the communal areas of Namibia. This framework is presumed
by the Namibian government and international bodies concerned with conservation and development to deliver
measurable and positive economic, environmental, and political results for the State and all of its citizens. For
residents of many of the communal areas of Namibia the ? Conservancy? has become the primary avenue through
which rural residents engage with development and conservation in various efforts to improve local livelihoods
and to conserve natural resources. CBNRM has taken on particular form and significance for the San in Namibia.
This book examines the current position of the San as marginalized indigenous peoples in Namibia. In doing so,
it explores how CBNRM has become a nexus through which questions of indigeneity, conservation and
development have come to bear on San communities. Focusing on the experiences of a group of predominantly
San communities in the North-East of Namibia, the historical and contemporary situations of the San of the N?a
Jaqna Conservancy and their engagement with CBNRM are examined. In looking to the future, this work seeks to
understand what mechanisms and institutions give indigenous groups, such as the San, a foothold in the State and
an avenue though which to navigate and shape their own modernity(ies). This work explores the modalities through
which conservation comes together with interests of indigenous groups and how these groups deploy leverage
CODICE New Acquisitions / Nouvelles acquisitions du CODICE : 2020
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gained through invoking conservation as discourse and practice. In examining San engagements with the
Conservancy structures in N?a Jaqna, this study seeks answers not only to the question of what San engagements
with CBNRM can tell us about the potential of the CBNRM framework itself for facilitating rural development
and conservation, but also the question of what engagement with CBNRM can tell us about how the San of
Namibia actively engage in rural development. The following work focuses not solely on how policies and
governmental or non-governmental interventions have impacted San realities and life ways, but also the ways in
which the San of N?a Jaqna have negotiated, impacted, and shaped these processes.
Call Number : 16.02.02/WEL/17622

53. Laying the Brics of a New Global Order : from Yekaterinburg 2009 to Ethekwini
KORNEGAY, Francis A; BOHLER-MULLER, Narnia, eds.
Pretoria : Africa Institute of South Africa, 2013. - xxviii-447p.
ISBN: 9780798304030.
Related Subjects: new international economic order | international relational | Brazil | Russia | India | China |
South Africa | BRICS
Summary : The contributions in this compilation on the emergence of a new global order through BRICS serve
to illustrate the complexities inherent in the creation of such a coalition - alternatively referred to as a 'grouping',
'association' or 'forum' - with each country differently situated geo-politically as well as ideologically and
culturally, and in some instances even in conflict with one another in matters of regional peace and security. The
fact that there are important commonalities of converging interests, amongst others, the status of emerging
economic powers and the furtherance of South-South cooperation as well as reforming global governance, cannot
and should not hide complexities and contradictions. These are clearly apparent both within and between the
BRICS countries. These diversities are also clear from the varied perspectives of the chapter authors in this
compilation, which is why we have assembled this collection relatively loosely as a means of expressing our
intellectual and analytic convergences and divergences within and across BRICS. Each chapter contributor writes
from a different discipline, country and regional perspective, and it is this diversity that enriches the debate and
conversation. As such, there remains enormous room for debate on the subject matter of this book and the diverse
contributions open up the parameters of the debate even further. The aim is to ensure that scholars, commentators
and practitioners continue to engage critically with theory and practice related to global multilateralism, and
BRICS in particular.
Call Number : 01.02.01/KOR/17680

54. Le journal et son impact en Algérie : la première moitié du XXème
EL-KORSO, Mohammed; ed.
Oran : Editions CRASC, 2017. - 116; 83 p. (Cahier; N°3 /Novembre 1992)
ISBN: 9789931598077.
Related Subjects: presse | politique | Religion | implications sociales | Algérie
Full Text : https://ouvrages.crasc.dz/index.php/fr/les-ouvrages/940-le-journal-et-son-impact-en-alg%C3%A9riela-premi%C3%A8re-moiti%C3%A9-du-xx%C3%A8me-si%C3%A8cle
Call Number : 08.16.04/ELK/17595

55. Les femmes dans un monde d'insécurité : violence à l'égard des femmes : faits,
données et analyses
VLACHOVA, Marie ; BIASON, Lea, eds. Centre pour le contrôle démocratique des forces
armées (Genève, Suisse)
Paris : Éditions de La Martinière ; Genève : DCAF, 2007. - ix-335 p.
ISBN: 9782846752206; 2846752206.
Periodical Title: Women in an insecure world.
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Related Subjects: violence contre les femmes | femmes | guerre | conditions sociales | Droit | Travailleuses |
prostitution | violence sexiste | violence conjugale | violence familiale | violation des droits des femmes |
exploitation sexuelle des femmes | violence pénitentiaire | viol
Résumé : Le nombre de femmes tuées par les hommes est une des causes de mortalité les plus importantes sur
cette planète. Le nombre de victimes est plusieurs fois supérieur à celui des morts dans toutes les guerres du
vingtième siècle réunies. Les victimes se dénombrent lors des conflits, mais aussi dans la vie quotidienne. Les
causes sont multiples, mais se résument trop souvent au simple fait que, pour un trop grand nombre d'individus, la
vie d'une femme et sa dignité valent moins que celles d'un homme. Cette situation est tout simplement intolérable.
Nous avons essayé, dans ce livre, de rassembler les faits. Alors que nous avions initialement le projet d'écrire un
livre sur les aspects du sexocide qui sont directement liés à notre mission, nous sommes rapidement arrivés à la
conclusion que cela revenait par trop à réduire notre approche. Les études qui examinent en détail les multiples
aspects spécifiques d'un problème sont évidemment très importantes. Toutefois, une vue exhaustive du sujet est
fort nécessaire. Les données doivent être vues dans leur totalité pour que nous puissions commencer à comprendre
ce qui est en train de se passer. Nous espérons que les faits, les données et les analyses rassemblés dans ce volume
aideront à faire réagir la communauté internationale, l'humanité et chacun d'entre nous. Il ne peut y avoir de place
pour la complaisance en face de massacres, de mutilations, de viols, de déchéance et de discrimination sociale.
Call Number : 02.02.04/VLA/17652

56. Les ivoires à Carthage à l'époque phénico-punique
KHELIFI, Lilia.Musée national de Carthage ; Jāmiʻah al-TūnisīyahKullīyat al-ʻUlūm alInsānīyah wa-al-Ijtimāʻīyah.;
1ère édition.
Tunis : Université de Tunis, Faculté des sciences humaines et sociales : Laboratoire Histoires
des économies et des sociétés méditerranéennes : Latrach éditions, 2017. - 236 p.
ISBN: 9789973069771; 9973069773.
Related Subjects: Musée national de Carthage Catalogs | Musée national de Carthage | histoire | Carthage (Extinct
city) Antiquités | Carthage (Extinct city) Histoire | Tunisie Carthage (Extinct city) | catalogues | ivoires
Call Number : 05.01.01/KHE/17679

57. Les pays du Sud dans le système mondial : polarisation, démocratisation,
intégration polycentrique
ZOUBDI, Ahmed.
Paris : L'Harmattan, 2013. - 288 p.
ISBN: 9782336293622 (pbk.); 2336293625 (pbk.).
Related Subjects: relations économiques internationales | capitalisme | impéralisme | ajustement structurel |
libéralisation économique | politique de développement | démocratisation | politique économique | intégration
économique | pays en développement | polarisation | crise d'endettement | Pays du Sud
Résumé : Cet ouvrage porte sur les pays du Sud dans le système mondial et place à juste titre l'accent sur le
contraste qui oppose les tendances naturelles du capitalisme mondialisé à approfondir la polarisation aux tentatives
de certains de ces pays d'émerger pour s'imposer comme des acteurs actifs associés dans le façonnement de la
mondialisation. Dans cette perspective analytique générale, l'auteur examine le cas du Maroc.
Call Number : 01.02.01/ZOU/17572

58. Les 100 clés de l'Afrique : inédit
LEYMARIE, Philippe ; PERRET, Thierry.
Normal View MARC View Expanded MARC View Card View (ISBD)
Paris : Hachette : Radio France internationale, c2006.- 691 p.- (Grand pluriel)
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ISBN: 9782012792708.
Other Title: Cent clés de l'Afrique.
Related Subjects: décollage économique | développement économique et social | conflits | politique | société |
religion | villes | matières premières | culture | ethnicité | corruption | Afrique -- Encyclopédies | enjeux
économiques | enjeux sociaux | enjeux culturels
Résumé : L'Afrique noire est mal partie, pronostiquait sombrement René Dumont il y a trente ans. Et de fait :
famines, épidémies et guerres civiles ravagent un continent qui ne parvient guère à décoller économiquement, en
proie à la corruption, au pillage de ses ressources et à l'exode de ses élites. Pourtant, l'Afrique ne manque pas
d'atouts : ici et là, les vieux dictateurs sont congédiés, l'exigence démocratique s'installe. Des médiations se créent
pour mettre un terme aux conflits. A l'ONU, le continent apprend à être une force autonome.
Une nouvelle conscience africaine émerge. Des écrivains, des chanteurs et des musiciens, des plasticiens, des
cinéastes portent la voix de l'Afrique dans le monde. Sans concessions ni parti pris, c'est cette nouvelle Afrique,
dans la multiplicité de ses aspects, que ce livre donne à voir. Il propose une synthèse sur chacun des Etats africains,
évoque les principales figures politiques et les grandes étapes de l'histoire contemporaine, offre un tableau des
conflits, étudie les grands faits de société (religions, corruption, villes), présente les principaux partenaires du
continent, les enjeux économiques, sociaux et culturels.
Des cartes, les " éphémérides " de RFI, qui jalonnent un demi-siècle d'actualité, des chronologies, un choix de
textes fondateurs et un index détaillé complètent ce panorama d'un continent en mouvement.
Call Number : 03.02.03/LEY/17599

59. Liberation and technology : development possibilities in pursuing technological
autonomy
SHEIKHELDIN, Gussai.
Dar es Salaam : Mkuki na Nyota, 2018. - xxv, 174 p.
ISBN: 9789987083299.
Related Subjects: technology | appropriate technology | technological change | technological dependence | science
| State | developing countries | technological autonomy
Call Number : 12.06.01/SHE/17619

60. Literature, integration and harmony in Northern Nigeria
ABDULRAHEEM, Hamzat ; ALIYU, Saeedat B ; AKANO, Reuben K ; eds.
Ilorin : Kwara State University Press, 2017. - xiv-275 p.
ISBN: 9789785487022.
Related Subjects: literature | social integration | cultural integration | theatre | language | ideologies | cultural
values | Nigeria | traditional songs | indigenous literature | dramatic theatre | proverbs | Northern Nigeria
Abstract : This book explores from various perspectives how the literature of the northern region of Nigeria has
promoted the ideology of integration and societal resurgence. Through the diverse cultural productions from this
very heterogenous socio-political region, researchers have dissected the portrayals and characterisations of
ideologies which foster harmony among the people who speak a multitude of languages and have an array of
cultural practices. These contributions bring to the fore the multiple roles that both indigenous literary productions
and those adapted from foreign elements have played in realising social and cultural integration and advancing
collective values of the people of Northern Nigeria.
This collection of essays is the result of a selection of scholarly contributions to two national conferences on
Literature on Northern Nigeria held at the Kwara State University, Malete in 2015 and 2016.
Call Number : 05.05.03/ABD/17627
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61. "Little research value" : African estate records and colonial gaps in a postcolonial National Archive
NAMHILA, Ellen Ndeshi.
Basel : Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 2017. - xiii-262 p. (Basel Namibia studies series ; 17).
ISBN: 9783905758788; 3905758784.
Related Subjects: National Archives (Namibia) | archives | Racial Discrimination | Blacks | records management
| Namibia Race relations | Namibia Statistics, Vital | national archives | public records | record creation
Abstract : Ellen Ndeshi Namhila is intrigued by the question: Why can the National Archives of Namibia respond
to genealogical enquiries of Whites in a matter of minutes with finding estate records of deceased persons, while
similar requests from Blacks cannot be served? Not satisfied with the sweeping statement that this is the result of
colonialism and apartheid, she follows the track of so-called "Native estates" through legislation, record creation
and disposal, records management and administrative neglect, authorised and unauthorised destruction, transfer
and appraisal, selective processing, and (almost) final amnesia. Eventually she discovers over 11,000 forgotten
surviving African estate records - but also evidence for the destruction of many others. And she demonstrates the
potential of these records to interpret the lives of those who otherwise appear in history only as statistics - records
which were condemned to destruction by colonial archivists stating they had "little research value and no
functional value." This study of memory against forgetting is a call to post-colonial archives to re-visit their
holdings and the systemic colonial bias that continues to haunt them. This is the revised version of Ellen Namhila's
2015 doctoral thesis published at the University of Tampere, Finland.
Call Number : 19.01.03/NAM/17613

62. Monitoring maternal and child morbidity and mortality in South Africa :
strengthening surveillance strategies
CILLIERS, Linda, ed.
Cape Town, South Africa : HSRC Press, 2018. - xvii-206 p.
ISBN: 9780796925367; 9780796924728; 9780796924964.
Related Subjects : child mortality | maternal mortality | matenal and child health | health surveys | medical
statistics | mapping | civil registration | vital statistics | South Africa | maternal and child mortality | maternal and
child morbidity | medical care surveys | surveillance strategies | health facilities audit | health worker behaviour
Summary : In the last decade, South Africa has made significant progress in reducing child and maternal mortality
rates. Although progress has been made in improving levels of maternal and child morbidity and mortality, it is
important to indicate that data used are based on varied sources and systems that sometimes yield conflicting data.
South Africa has a well-established statistics system. However, not all deaths are registered and the quality of the
cause-of-death information is often inadequate. The Improvement of Maternal and Child Morbidity and Mortality
Surveillance (MIMMS) project was initiated to address challenges, bottlenecks and short comings within the
surveillance system that compromise the efficiency and effectiveness of the system. Monitoring Maternal and
Child Morbidity and Mortality in South Africa is a critical resource that gives insight to the current state of the
existing surveillance system and how to strength strategies for monitoring maternal and child morbidity and
mortality.
Call Number : 14.06.00/CIL/17639

63. Nation, power and dissidence in third-generation Nigerian poetry in English
EGYA, Sule E.African Humanities Program.
1st ed.
Publication: New York : African Humanities Program ; Pretoria : Unisa Press, 2014. - vii177p. (African humanities series).
ISBN: 9781868887590 (paperback); 1868887596 (paperback); 9781920033446 (print);
9781920033453 (pdf); 9781920033460(epub).
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Related Subjects: literature | politics | generations | intellectuals | english | Nigeria Poetry. 20th century | Criticism,
interpretation, etc | poetry | Nigerian poetry | emerging generation
Abstract : Nation, Power and Dissidence in Third Generation Nigerian Poetry in English is a theoretical and
analytical survey of the poetry that emerged in Nigeria in the 1980s. Hurt into poetry, the poets collectively raise
aesthetics of resistance that dramatises the nationalist imagination bridging the gap between poetry and politics in
Nigeria. The emerging generation of poetic voices raises an outcry against the repressive military regimes of the
1980s and 1990s. Ingrained in the tradition of protest literature in Africa, the third-generation poetry is presented
here as part of the cultural struggles that unseat military despotism and envisage a democratic society.
Call Number : 05.05.03/EGY/17670

64. Of Bushmen and work: models, modelling and illusions. Inaugural lecture
OTOBO, Dafe
Edition restructured as a book.
Lagos: Malthouse Press Limited, 2018.- 150 p.
ISBN: 9789785579871.
Related Subjects: trade unionism | labour | employment | labour relations | farm management | farmers |
farmers'associations | Bush | Bushmen
Abstract : This book contains the 9th Inaugural Lecture Series 2018 of the University of Lagos, Nigeria, delivered
by Dafe Otobo on 4 July 2018. According to Professor Otobo, “this is a small part in the on-going attempt at
placing state policies, organisational, managerial and workers practices in Nigeria, if not Africa and elsewhere,
into truer perspective.” Aside from updating trade unionism and related developments in Nigeria, it is easily a
thought-provoking and thorough-going critique of dominant received theories on labour and employment
relations.
Call Number : 13.06.01/OTO/17648

65. The odd man in Mugabe's white-hand man
NORMAN, Denis.
Harare : Weaver Press, 2018. - xx-234 p.
ISBN: 1779223358; 9781779223357
Related Subjects : politicians -- Zimbabwe -- Biography | Heads of State | personality | economic development |
political development | Zimbabwe -- Politics and government -- 1980Description : Written with a fine balance of the personal, the professional and the political, this memoir offers
an observant insider's view of the early promise, and subsequent decline, of a newly independent country finding
its way in the world. Denis Norman faced many difficult situations as a government minister, but his penchant
for focusing on the positive earned him the nickname, 'Nothing Wrong Norman'. His engaging story reflects his
encouraging attitude and he remains hopeful for the future.
Call Number : 04.04.02/NOR/17629

66. Old Nyaviyuyi in performance : seven tales from northern Malaŵi as told by a
master performer of the oral narrative
BANDA, Tito, ed.
Mzuzu, Malawi : Mzuni Publications, Mzuzu University, 2006. - x-90 p.
ISBN: 9990857032; 9789996060328.
Related Subjects: Mythology | oral tradition | traditional culture | Performing Arts | cultural heritage | tale | oral
literature
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Abstract : Reading these tales from Northern Malawi readers come close to watching an original performance
and the tales and the songs encapsulate the essence of Malawian culture. The authors presentation, using
performance directions, allows the reader to see and hear old Nyaviyuyi as she, through word, voice, tone and
gesture, mocks nosy wives, and celebrates the devotion of friendship and parental love. The author has made a
further contribution to the topic by including musical notations for the songs.
Call Number : 05.04.02/BAN/17656

67. One country, two elections, many voices! The Kenya 2017 general elections and
the historic fresh presidential electon : observation report
Elections Observation Group (Nairobi, Kenya).
Nairobi, Kenya : Elections Observation Group, 2017. - xx-140 p.
Related Subjects: elections | Heads of State | political parties | civil society | Media | prisoners | voting | Kenya |
presidential election
Abstract : The 2017 electoral cycle is one of the most remarkable in Kenya’s political and electoral history. Not
only were the scheduled general elections held on 8th August 2017 in line with the five-year electoral calendar,
but also the Presidential Election results were annulled by the Supreme Court and a Fresh Presidential Election
ordered and conducted on 26th October 2018. Thus, apart from the usual six elections that ordinarily constitute
the general elections, an additional presidential election was scheduled and conducted, thus making the 2017
electoral cycle unprecedentedly characterized by seven elections. The 2017 electoral cycle was a protracted and
unrelenting process for many electoral stakeholders. It was also historical given that a record 14,523 candidates
out of 15,082 aspirants were cleared to participate in all the elections. The 2017 electoral cycle also rekindled the
memories of the 2013 electoral cycle as the 2017 presidential elections yet again pitted the incumbent President
Uhuru Kenyatta against Hon. Raila Odinga, as the top two favorite candidates, as was the case in the previous
elections, thus taking the character of an epic electoral grand rematch between the two.
Full Text : https://royaltrendia.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/ELOG_2017_Elections-1.pdf
Call Number : 04.04.02/NAT/17574

68. Owners of learning : the Nyae Nyae village schools over twenty-five years
HAYS, Jennifer.
Basel : Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 2016. - xviii-262 p. (Basel Namibia studies series ; 16)
ISBN: 3905758601; 9783905758603.
Related Subjects: schools | primary education | learning | indeigenour population | -- Namibia -- Eastern
Bushmanland | traditonal knowledge transmission
Abstract : This book describes the Nyae Nyae Village Schools, an innovative and unique mother-tongue education
initiative set in north-eastern Namibia. Inspired by the optimism of Independence, the project was designed in
close consultation with the Ju'hoansi community in the early 1990s. Drawing upon their traditional knowledge
transmission strategies, and initiated in a supportive political environment, the project exemplified 'best practice.'
During the following two decades, the Village Schools have transitioned from a donor-supported 'project' to
government schools, and have received much attention and support from donors, civil society organisations,
researchers, and others. However, the students still do not seem to succeed in the mainstream schools. Why is this?
Based on long-term field-work in the region, including interviews with Nyae Nyae residents over several years
and work with involved organisations, the book addresses this question. Contextualising the Village Schools
within post-Independence Namibia, southern African history and the global indigenous rights movement, it
examines the enormous paradoxes that schooling presents for the Nyae Nyae community. 'Owners of Learning' is
the English translation of the Ju'hoansi word for 'teacher' and it serves to highlight a fundamental question - to
whom does education belong?
Call Number : 06.04.02/HAY/17662
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69. Parading respectability : the cultural and moral aesthetics of the christmas bands
movement in the Western Cape, South Africa
BRUINDERS, Sylvia.
First edition
Grahamstown, South Africa : AHP Publications, 2017. xvii, 205 p. - (African humanities
series).
ISBN: 9781920033194.
Related Subjects: music | musical instruments | Religion | ethnography | South Africa | marching bands | brass
instruments | musical groups | religious aspects | colored people -- Social life and customs | Christmas bands
movement | musical transmission
Abstract : Parading respectability: The cultural and moral aesthetics of the Christmas Bands Movement in the
Western Cape, South Africa is an intimate and incisive portrait of the Christmas Bands Movement in the Western
Cape of South Africa. Drawing on her own on background as well as her extended research study period during
which she became a band member and was closely involved in its day-to-day affairs, the author, Dr Sylvia
Bruinders, documents this centuries-old expressive practice of ushering in the joy of Christmas through music by
way of a social history of the coloured communities. In doing so, she traces the slave origins of the Christmas
Bands Movement, as well as how the oppressive and segregationist injustices of both colonialism and apartheid,
together with the civil liberties afforded in the South African Constitution (1996) after the country became a
democracy in 1994 have shaped the movement.
Full Text: https://www.nisc.co.za/media/docs/155559630318.pdf
Call Number : 05.05.03/BRU/17664
70.

Perspectives on Thought Leadership for Africa's Renewal

KONDLO, Kwandiwe, ed.
Pretoria: Africa Institute of South Africa, 2013. - xxiv-688 p.
ISBN: 9780798304528.
Related Subjects: leadership | Economic Recovery | globalization | International Relations | Economic and Social
Development | Africa's renewal | Africa’s advancement | pan-africanism African renaissance
Abstract : This book outlines perspectives of emerging and established African scholars on what one could
describe as the debate on leadership and the articulation of the life of the mind in Africa's socio-economic, political
and cultural life from the time of independence to date. The papers contained in the book cover the following
thematic areas: Alternative Leadership Paradigm for Africa's Advancement; African Perspectives on Globalisation
and international relations; Pan-Africanism and the African Renaissance; Scientific, Technological and Cultural
Dimensions of African Development.
The first section deals with alternative leadership paradigms for Africa's advancement. It also debates the 'thin
line' separating management studies from leadership studies and untangles the hermeneutic complexities in the
term 'leadership'. Section two examines among other things, the crucial challenge of globalisation and public ethics
and others African perspectives. The section also interrogates the current complexities and credibility deficits in
the global governance of trade and towards the end engages philosophical questions about conscience and
consciousness in African development and progress. The debates in section three continue to section four and
focus on the overall issues of language and liberation, the significance of Multi, Inter and Trans-Disciplinary
Approaches in the analysis of the African continent, appropriate indigenous paradigms for promoting the African
renaissance as well as a series of debates on the meaning and prospects of regional integration in Africa's renewal.
This provides just a snapshot of a very wide ranging and interesting debate contained in the publication.
Call Number : 05.03.05/KON/17685

71. Pilotage des politiques publiques au Sénégal, de 1960 à 2012
TOURE, El Hadj Seydou Nourou; éd.
Dakar: L'Harmattan, 2019. - xiii-431 p.
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Etude réalisée par le GNT 2013 du CODESRIA, et financée par le CODESRIA et le CEPOD
ISBN: 9782343173245.
Related Subjects: politique gouvernementale | administration publique | planification stratégique | plans de
développement | ajustement structurel | administration locale | politique de développement | ressources humaines
| finances publiques | gestion financière | politique budgétaire | politique fiscale | Endettement | gestion de la dette
| Politique agricole | politique industrielle | politique énergétique | politique de l'éducation | politique sanitaire |
Sénégal 1960-2012 | programme d'ajustement structurel | développement local | gestion des ressources humaines
Résumé : Ce livre est la première tentative d’envergure consacrée à l’examen du pilotage des politiques publiques
au Sénégal entre 1960 et 2012. Il propose sur la question des regards croisés d’universitaires et d’experts de
l’administration publique centrale, notamment de ceux du Centre d’études des politiques de développement
(CEPOD), qui est le pôle central de réflexion du ministère de l’Économie et des Finances. Les contributions réunies
dans ce volume analysent, sur la longue durée, des séquences importantes du processus complexe de la
construction de l’État. Elles dévoilent les enjeux et les contraintes de la gestion des politiques publiques, tout en
mettant à nu les origines, mais aussi les manifestations, des déséquilibres structurels croissants de la fin des années
1970. Elles se concentrent ensuite sur les programmes d’ajustement structurel, en examinant leurs résultats dans
certains secteurs. Elles montrent ainsi de quelle manière les rigidités structurelles observées durant la période
antérieure ont été traitées. Elles reconstituent également le mode de gouvernance des institutions et des politiques
publiques observé après l’alternance politique de 2000. Ce volume met en évidence l’incidence du politique sur la
gestion des structures administratives ou économiques et caractérise la capacité du gouvernement à gérer ou à
mettre en œuvre les réformes envisagées pendant la période examinée. Il offre aux décideurs des éclairages
novateurs sur les différentes facettes des politiques publiques et sur la qualité de la gouvernance des institutions.
Ce livre constitue donc un précieux outil pour tous ceux qui, à des degrés divers, s’intéressent à l’avenir du Sénégal
et à celui des pays confrontés aux mêmes problèmes de développement.
Call Number : 04.03.02/TOU/17673

72. Pio Gama Pinto : Kenya's unsung martyr : 1927-1965
DURRANI, Shiraz, ed.
Normal View MARC View Expanded MARC View Card View (ISBD)
Nairobi, Kenya : Vita Books, 2018. - 390 p.
ISBN: 9789966189004 (paper); 9789966189042 (eBook).
Related Subjects: Pinto, Pio Gama, 1927-1965 | Politicians | Biographies | National Liberation Movements |
Kenya -- Politics and government -- 1963-1978
Abstract : Pio Gama Pinto was born in Kenya on March 31, 1927. He was assassinated in Nairobi on February
24, 1965. In his short life, he became a symbol of anti-colonial and anti-imperialist struggles in Kenya and India.
He was actively involved in Goa's struggle against Portuguese colonialism and in Mau Mau during Kenya's war
of independence. For this, he was detained by the British colonial authorities in Kenya from 1954-59. His
contribution to the struggle for liberation for working people spanned two continents - Africa and Asia. And it
covered two phases of imperialism - colonialism in Kenya and Goa and neo-colonialism in Kenya after
independence. His enemies saw no way of stopping the intense, lifelong struggle waged by Pinto - except through
an assassin's bullets. But his contribution, his ideas, and his ideals are remembered and upheld even today by
people active in liberation struggles.
This book does not aim or claim to be a comprehensive record on Pio Gama Pinto, just the beginning of the long
journey necessary to record the history of Kenya from an anti-imperialist perspective. It introduces readers to
voices of many people who have written about Pinto to build up as clear a picture of Pinto as possible. In that
spirit, it seeks to make history available to those whose story it is - people of Kenya, Africa and progressive people
around the world.
Call Number : 04.04.02/DUR/17660

73. Politics of origin in Africa : autochthony, citizenship and conflict
BOAS, Morten ; DUNN, Kevin C.
London : Zed Books, 2013.- viii-149 p
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ISBN: 9781848139978; 1848139977; 9781848139961; 1848139969.
Related Subjects: nationality | indigenous population | politics | conflicts | civil war | Africa -- Politics and
government. -- Liberia -- Kenya -- Congo DR -- Côte d'Ivoire | case studies | citizenship | autochtony | land scarcity
Summary: "In this revealing new book, Bøås and Dunn explore the phenomenon of 'autochthony' - literally 'son
of the soil' - in African politics. In contemporary Africa, questions concerning origin are currently among the most
crucial and contested issues in political life, directly relating to the politics of place, belonging, identity and
contested citizenship. Thus, land claims and autochthony disputes are the hallmark of political crises in many
places on the African continent. Examining the often complex reasons behind this recent rise of autochthony across
a number of high-profile case studies - including the Democratic Republic of Congo, Côte d'Ivoire, Liberia, and
Kenya - this is an essential book for anyone wishing to understand the impact of this crucial issue on contemporary
African politics and conflicts."--Publisher's website.
Call Number : 14.03.01/BOA/17644

74. Points taken : a CSO proposal for setting the electoral reform agenda in Kenya :
the report of the National Election Observer Symposium
Election Observer Group (Nairobi, Kenya).
Publication : Nairobi, Kenya : Elections Observation Group, 2018. -180 p.
Related Subjects: elections | political parties | human rights | media | women | youth | Kenya Congresses | voter
education | electoral processes | social media
Call Number : 04.04.02/ELE/17573

75. Power-sector reform and regulation in Africa : lessons from Kenya, Tanzania,
Uganda, Zambia, Namibia and Ghana
KAPIKA, Joseph ; Eberhard, Anton A .
Cape Town, South Africa : HSRC Press, 2013. - x-246 p.
ISBN: 0796924104; 9780796924100.
Related Subjects: electric power | electricity | government policy | law | legislation | Africa | Kenya | Tanzania |
Uganda | Zambia | Namibia | Ghana | power resources | electric utilities
Abstract : Power-sector reform and regulation in Africa offers detailed, up-to-date and original research into how
governments and policymakers in six African countries have grappled with the development of their energy
sectors. Arising out of a two-year peer-learning process involving senior executives in the electricity regulators in
each country, the book contains an intelligent and clear analysis of the knowledge and shared experiences gathered
in Africa by African scholars.
URL:https://www.researchgate.net/publication/290439901_Power_Sector_Reform_and_Regulation_in_Africa_
Lessons_from_Kenya_Tanzania_Uganda_Zambia_Namibia_and_Ghana (read full-text)
Call Number : 08.11.02/KAP/17496

76. Proclaiming political pluralism : churches and political transitions in Africa
PHIRI, Isaac.
Westport, Conn. : Praeger, 2001. X-169 p. (Religion in the age of transformation)
ISBN: 0275972143 (alk. paper).
Related Subjects: christianity | church | state | Politics | Africa, Sub-Saharan Politics and government 1960- |
Africa, Sub-Saharan Church history 20th century | Zambia | zZmbabwe | political arena | political transition
Abstract : As the population of Africa increasingly converts to Christianity, the church has stepped up its
involvement in secular affairs revolving around the transition to democracy in nations such as Zambia, Zimbabwe,
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and South Africa. Comparative in approach, the author analyzes patterns of church-state relations in various subSaharan countries, and contends that churches become more active and politically prominent when elements and
organizations of civil society are repressed by political factors or governing bodies, providing services to maintain
the well-being of civil society in the absence of those organizations being repressed. The author concludes, that
once political repression subsides, churches tend to withdraw from a confrontation with the state and their political
role becomes unclear. This unique book advances the idea that in pluralist Africa, churches should focus their
influence and resources on nurturing the fragile multiparty democracies and promoting peace and reconciliation.
In his analysis of church-state relations in sub-Saharan Africa, Phiri shows how churches are drawn into
confrontation with the state by the repression of civil society and that once civil society is liberated, direct churchstate confrontation diminishes. In South Africa, churches led by figures such as Bishop Desmond Tutu assumed a
major role after nationalist movements such as Nelson Mandela's African National Congress were banned and
their leaders jailed. In Zimbabwe, the church assumed a confrontational role in 1965 after political movements
were banned and their leaders exiled. In Zambia, churches became confrontational when the single-party rule
repressed all opposition and supported the rise of the prodemocracy movement that ended Kenneth Kaunda's
twenty-seven-year rule. Examining these situations and others in different parts of Africa, Phiri illuminates the
major issues and conflicts and suggests ways in which the church can continue to help promote smooth transitions
to democracy.
Call Number : 05.04.03/PHI/17677

77. Promoting green economy : implications for natural resources development, food
security and poverty reduction in Africa
AYUK, Elias ; OKU, Effiom E ; ASUBONTENG, Kwabena Owusu ; NUTAKOR, Praise; eds.
Accra, Ghana : United Nations University Institute for Natural Resources in Africa, 2016. xv-265 p.
ISBN: 9789988633097; 9988633092.
Related Subjects: sustainable development | economic and social development | environmental economics |
natural resources | agriculture | agricultural productivity | food security | forest management | social welfare |
Africa | green economy | biodiversity conservation | climate change | human security | poverty reduction
Abstract : Most African national economies depend on the exploitation of both renewable and non-renewable
natural resources for development. Conventional and unconventional exploitation of natural resources has left
negative carbon footprints. This has also degraded hotspots across the African continent, impacting negatively on
people and the environment. A Green Economy offers the continent the opportunity to achieve sustained economic
development devoid of environmental degradation and inefficient utilisation of natural resources. This book,
Promoting Green Economy, explores issues affecting the socio-economic development of the continent and
focuses on Africa’s need for a green economy. With chapters written by seasoned authors from academia and
industry across the continent, the book examines the challenges of sustainable management of Africa’s natural
resources and recommends the need for the continent to transit towards green economy as this can provide
opportunities for minimising environmental footprints of all economic activities. The book calls on the
commitment of the public and private sectors to the development of appropriate green economy policies and
regulatory frameworks to promote inclusive growth.
Call Number : 16.01.01/AYU/17633

78. Réception de la modernité : histoire de la pensée contemporaine en Egypte
MOGHITH (Mughïth), Anwar.
[Cairo] : Haut Conseil de la culture, 2015. - 227 p.
ISBN: 9789779203102.
Related Subjects: histoire | philosophie | modernisation | Egypte | modernisme islamique | laïcité
Call Number : 05.01.01/MOG/17694
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79. Retour aux "Brazzavilles noires" : hommage à Georges Balandier
OSSEBI, Henri ; TCHICAYA-OBOA, Régine; GOYENDZI, Raoul; eds.
Paris : L'Harmattan, 2019. -191 p.
ISBN : 9782343191539.
Related Subjects : BALANDIER, Georges | anthropologie | intellectuels | anthopologues | sociologues | Congo |
hommage | Brazzavilles noires | Poto-Poto | Bacongo
Résumé : "A Brazzaville, la nature prodigue une telle magnificence quelle détourne d'abord l'attention de ce que
les colonisateurs ont bâti là, une ville blanche largement étalée, flanquée de deux villes noires construites à chacune
de ses extrémités... J'eus très Mt la certitude que les villes noires n'étaient pas des périphéries à tenir en oubli, des
agglomérations qui enfermaient en leurs limites une population de déracinés à utiliser et à cantonner selon la règle
de chacun à sa place. J'y voyais au contraire un nouveau monde social en devenir, un milieu créatif où
s'expérimentaient des relations inédites, où se manifestait la confrontation conflictuelle du traditionnel et du
moderne." (Conjugaisons, 1997). Ainsi s'exprimait, à propos de Poto-Poto et Bacongo, les deux "Brazzavilles
noires" qu'il arpente en 1948, Georges Balandier, l'un des anthropologues et sociologues africanistes de langue
française les plus connus aujourd'hui. Auteur notamment de : Afrique ambigüe (1957), Anthropologie Politique
(1967), Sens et Puissance (1971), Le Pouvoir sur scènes (1980), Le détour : pouvoir et modernité (1985), et surtout
de la Sociologie des Brazzavilles noires (1955) ainsi que de la célèbre Sociologie actuelle de l'Afrique noire (1955),
dans laquelle il a livré, entre autres, sa lecture critique de la "situation coloniale". Trois ans après sa disparition,
ce "retour" aux sources congolaises de ses travaux rassemble, ici, les contributions présentées lors du colloque qui
lui a été dédié, à Brazzaville en 2018, par des universitaires locaux et par leurs collègues venus d'ailleurs.
Une manière d'appropriation individuelle et collective de l'empreinte intellectuelle, toujours présente, de cet
inoubliable "élève de l'Afrique", comme il aimait le dire.
Call Number : 05.01.01/OSS/17579

80. Rethinking securities in an emergent technoscientific new world order: retracing
the contours for Africa's hi-jacked futures
MAWERE, Munyaradzi ; NHEMACHENA, Artwell, ed.
Work Description: Mankon, Bamenda: Langaa Research and Publishing CIG, 2018. - xiv-412
ISBN: 9956764116; 9789956764112.
Related Subjects: new technology | social welfare | new international economic order | Ethnicity | disability |
International Politics | globalization | Religion | youth | Democracy | Africa | emergent technology | | security
studies | human insecurity | social networking | social responsibility | emergent digital media
Summary : The emergent technoscientific New World Order is being legitimised through discourses on openness
and inclusivity. The paradox is that openness implies vulnerability and insecurities, particularly where closure
would offer shelter. While some actors, including NGOs, preach openness of African societies, Africans clamour
for protection, restitution and restoration. Africans struggle for ownership and access to housing, for national,
cultural, religious, economic, and social belonging that would offer them the necessary security and protection,
including protection from the global vicissitudes and matrices of power. In the presence of these struggles, to
presuppose openness would be to celebrate vulnerability and insecurities. This book examines ways in which
emergent technologies expose Africans and, more generally, peoples of the global south to political, economic,
social, cultural and religious shocks occasioned by the coloniality of the global matrices of power. It notes that
there is the use -- by global elites -- of technologies to incite postmodern revolutions designed to compound the
vicissitudes and imponderables in the already unsettled lives of people north and south. Particularly targeted by
these technologies are African and other governments that do not cooperate in the fulfilment of the interests of the
hegemonic global elites. The book is handy to students and practitioners in security studies, African studies,
development studies, global studies, policy studies, and political science.
Call Number : 12.06.01/MAW/17631
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81. Return from Siberia : a Japanese life in war and peace, 1925-2015
EIJI, Oguma ; NOBLE, David ; LTCB International Library Trust ; Kokusai Bunka Kaikan
(Tokyo, Japan)
First English edition
Publication: Tokyo : International House of Japan, 2018. - xviii-320 p. – (LTCB international
library selection ; no. 40).
ISBN: 9784924971455 (hardback); 4924971456 (hardback).
Periodical Title: Ikite kaette kita otoko. English.
Related Subjects: Oguma, Kenji, 1925- | Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945) | World War (1939-1945) | Since 1937
| military personnel | war | Biographies | prison | Japanischer Kriegsgefangener | history | Japan -- History -- 1945-- Biography | Japan | Japan | Biography | History | Biographies | soldiers | prisoners of war | Sino-Japanese War,
1937-1945 | World War, 1939-1945 | oral history
Abstract : What was it like to live through the dizzying changes in Japanese society in the twentieth century, as
Japan formed its own imperial colonies in Asia, was defeated in World War II, and achieved its postwar economic
miracle? In this book, sociologist Oguma Eiji skillfully locates his father Kenji's personal experiences of this era
in the context of concurrent social, economic, and political trends, blending oral history and social history
Call Number : 01.02.06/EIJ/17643

82. Rural-urban dynamics in the East African mountains
RACAUD, Sylvain; NAKILEZA, Bob; BART, François; CHARLERY DE LA MASSELIERE,
Bernard. eds. Institut français de recherche en Afrique.
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania : Mkuki Na Nyota in association with French Institute of Research
in Africa (IFRA), 2017. - xxxv, 352 p.
ISBN: 9987753981; 9789987753987.
Related Subjects: Urbanization | Rural Development | rural urban disparity towns | mountains | Tourism | East
Africa Rural conditions
Abstract : This book is the result of a long-term cooperation between French and East African scholars and
universities under the aegis of the French Institute of Research in Africa (IFRA-Nairobi). It presents the main
results of the research program Cooperation for University and Scientific Research (CORUS): Mountains and
Small and Medium Cities in East Africa: Environmental Management, Flows of People and Resources, funded by
the French Ministry of Foreign Afairs and supported by IFRA-Nairobi. The specific subject is to rethink the
development of the East African mountains in relation to the fast-growing towns and cities that surround them.
Three East African mountains were chosen: Mount Kenya, Mount Elgon (Ugandan side) and Uporoto Mountains
(Tanzania). Comparisons are included, especially with Mount Kilimanjaro, which has been studied in previous
books and programs (e.g. Kilimanjaro: Mountain, Memory and Modernity, Mkuki na Nyota, Dar es Salaam, 2006).
The authors are East African (Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya) and French scholars, most of them geographers. Made
from 12 contributions, this book focuses on a recent change in those mountains: a growing urbanization which
shapes new mountain systems. This phenomenon, which is actually a major upheaval, is the focal point of the
book, giving rise to the question: what are the links between Rural-Urban evolution in such contexts? What are
the impacts on livelihoods and development? This book, covering social and environmental scientific issues
relating to Rural-Urban nature, is the first of its kind for African mountains.
Call Number : 14.04.03/RAC/17617

83. Sécurité par le bas : perceptions et perspectives citoyennes des défis de sécurité
au Burkina Faso
HAGBERG, Sten; KIBORA, Ludovic; BARRY, Sidi; et al.
Vol. 1
Uppsala : Uppsala Universitet, 2019. -109 p. (Uppsala papers in Africa Studies ; 5)
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ISBN: 9789150627947; 9150627945.
Related Subjects : sécurité | sécurité alimentaire | terrorisme | crime organisé | délinquance | pauvreté | criminalité
| défense | Burkina Faso | sécurité humaine | attaques armées | insécurité alimentaire
Résumé : Cette étude porte sur la sécurité par le bas au Burkina Faso, notamment les manières dont les citoyens
perçoivent et vivent les défis de sécurité. A travers une entrée par la commune, elle s’intéresse à l’interface entre
les enjeux locaux et les insécurités multiples : attaques armées, terrorisme, crime organisé, délinquances, exactions
et bavures des forces de sécurité, pauvreté, insécurité alimentaire, etc. L’étude met les nouvelles initiatives de
sécurité (Forum national de sécurité, la Force conjointe du G5 Sahel, groupes d’autodéfense, etc.) en perspective,
car elle vise à comprendre les réalités et les « vues et vécues » des acteurs socio--politiques locaux et des citoyens
ordinaires.
L’étude est le fruit d’un travail collectif. Une équipe d’anthropologues a d’abord mené les recherches de terrain
dans 13 communes burkinabè pour ensuite analyser les matériaux ethnographiques afin de rédiger le présent
document ensemble. Les perspectives citoyennes de sécurité, l’ancien régime, la crise malienne, et la criminalité
transfrontalière, sont analysées à côté des perceptions populaires de l’État burkinabè. L’émergence des groupes
d’auto-défense, particulièrement les Dozos, Koglweogos et Roughas, est contextualisée, suivie d’une analyse des
initiatives locales pour la sécurité, telles que l’engagement contre la radicalisation et la mobilisation des femmes.
Comment vivre les insécurités – notamment les questions de sécurité alimentaire, de chômage et d’emploi et gérer
la peur – est analysé en détail sur la base des connaissances approfondies des terrains de recherche.
Full Text : http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1368559/FULLTEXT01.pdf
Call Number : 16.04.01/HAG/17576

84. Social memory, silenced voices, and political struggle : remembering the
revolution in Zanzibar
BISSELL, William Cunningham ; FOUERE, Marie-Aude, eds.
Dar es Salaam : Mkuki na Nyota, 2018. - xix-385 p.
ISBN: 9789987083176; 998708317x.
Related Subjects : Revolution | public opinion | Nationalism | History | liberalism | Zanzibar -- History -Revolution, 1964 | Zanzibar -- Politics and government -- To 1964 | political struggle | cultural memory
Summary: "This volume focuses on the cultural memory and mediation of the 1964 Zanzibar revolution,
analyzing its continuing reverberations in everyday life. The revolution constructed new conceptions of
community and identity, race and cultural belonging, as well as instituting different ideals of nationhood,
citizenship, sovereignty. As the commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the revolution revealed, the official
versions of events have shifted significantly over time and the legacy of the uprising is still deeply contested. In
these debates, the question of Zanzibari identity remains very much at stake : Who exactly belongs in the islands
and what historical processes brought them there ? What are the boundaries of the nation, and who can claim to
be an essential part of this imagined and embodied community ? Political belonging and power are closely
intertwined with these issues of identity and history--raising intense debates and divisions over precisely where
Zanzibar should be situated within the national order of things in a postcolonial and interconnected world.
Attending to narratives that have been overlooked, ignored, or relegated to the margins, the authors of these essays
do not seek to simply define the revolution or to establish its ultimate meaning. Instead, they seek to explore the
continuing echoes and traces of the revolution fifty years on, reflected in diverse memories, media, and
monuments. Inspired by interdisciplinary perspectives from anthropology, history, cultural studies, and geography,
these essays foreground critical debates about the revolution, often conducted sotto voce and located well off the
official stage--attending to long silenced questions, submerged doubts, rumors and secrets, or things that cannot
be said."-- Back cover.
Call Number : 05.03.04/BIS/17630

85. Social movements on the Net
LEON, Osvaldo; BURCH, Sally; TAMAYO, Eduardo.
Quito : Agencia Latinoamericana de Información, 2001. - 206 p.
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ISBN: 9978-42-049-5.
Related Subjects: social movements | Internet | information technology | information networks | social change |
democratization | information dissemination | Latin America | civil society | capacity building
Call Number : 05.03.07/OSV/17692

86. State failure, collapse and reconstruction
MILLIKEN, Jennifer, ed.
New Jersey: Blackwell Publishing, 2003. x-325 p. – (Development and change book series).
ISBN: 1405105364; 9781405105361.
Related Subjects: state | conflicts | peace | state failure | state collapse | state reconstruction | peace building | arms
proliferation
Call Number : 04.03.01/MIL/17689

87. State of the nation : South Africa, 1994-2014 : a twenty-year review of freedom
and democracy
MEYIWA, Thenjiwe; NKONDO, Muxe; CHITIGA-MABUGU, Margaret; SITHOLE, Moses;
NYAMNJOH, Francis B.; eds. ; Human Sciences Research Council.
Cape Town, South Africa : HSRC Press, 2014. - xvii, 524 p.
ISBN : 9780796924612; 0796924619.
Other Title: State of the nation 2014.
Related Subjects: Democracy | Politics | freedom of information | Economics | Society | Health | Environment |
South Africa Social conditions 1994- | South Africa Economic policy | South Africa Social policy | South Africa
Economic conditions 1991- | South Africa Foreign relations 1994- | South Africa Politics and government 1994- |
Post-apartheid era | BRICS
Abstract : This seventh edition in the internationally acclaimed State of the Nation series from HSRC Press is a
significant contribution to the debates around the impact of 20 years of freedom and democracy on South Africa.
Resonating with a wealth of research in a variety of disciplines and cross-disciplinary fields, leading scholars
analyze and reflect on an emerging balance sheet that urges all South Africans towards a fair, coherent, and
multipronged approach to development in which all stakeholders need to participate. The two decades of freedom
and democracy are viewed through the lenses of politics, economics, society, health, environment, and the global
context. Each of these sections offers illuminating and significant analyses of topics of national importance. Across
the world, scholars, academics, policymakers, and general readers look to the annual editions of State of the Nation
as influential frames of reference for South African current affairs and the pathways forward.
Call Number : 04.02.02/MEY/17672

88. The future of mining in South Africa : sunset or sunrise?
VALIANI, Salimah, ed.
Joahnnesburg : Mapungubwe Institute for Strategic Reflection (MISTRA), 2018. - xvii-401 p.
ISBN: 9780639923826.
Related Subjects: mining | mineral exploration | mineral resources | mining development | Social aspects | South
Africa. -- History -- 21st century | mineral industries
Summary: "The Future of Mining in South Africa: Sunset or Sunrise? is the first of its kind in South Africa. The
book aims to catalyse change by gathering together fragmented views into unifying conversations about the future
of mining in South Africa and other countries across the mineral-dependent globe. It covers issues like the potential
of platinum to spur industrialization, land and dispossession in the platinum belt, the roles of the state and capital
in mineral development, mining in the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the experiences of women in and
affected by mining since late 19th century, mine worker organizing: history and lessons and how post-mine
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rehabilitation can be tackled. It was inspired not only by an appreciation of South Africa's extensive mineral
endowments, but also by a realisation that, while the South African mining industry performs relatively well on
many technical indicators, its management of broader social issues leaves much to be desired. It needs to be
deliberated whether the mining industry can play as critical a role going forward as it did in the evolution of the
country's economy."--Publisher's description.
Call Number : 08.13.01/VAL/17659

89. The history of South African cricket retold: cricket and conquest: 1795-1914
ODENDAAL, André; REDDY, Krish(Sportswriter); MERRETT, Christopher; WINCH, Jonty.
Vol. 1
Cape Town, South Africa : BestRed, 2018. - xix-467 p. (African Lives; 1).
ISBN: 9781928246138
Related Subjects: sports | political aspects | Racial Discrimination | South Africa History | cricket | cricket players
Abstract : The first of its kind for any sport in South Africa: a cricket love story of epic dimensions, full of
sometimes shocking details. Cricket and Conquest fundamentally revises long-established foundational narratives
of early South African cricket, reaching beyond whites-only mainstream histories to integrate at every stage and
in every region the experiences of black, as well as women, players. In this book and its sequels, the authors reveal
how racism came to be built into the very fabric of South African cricket's culture and traditions, and how the sport
was tied to the broader historical processes that shaped the country.
Call Number : 13.08.01/ODE/17610

90. The history of South African cricket retold: divided country: 1914-1950s
ODENDAAL, André; REDDY, Krish(Sportswriter); MERRETT, Christopher.
Vol. 2.
Cape Town, South Africa : BestRed, 2016. - xiv-442 (African Lives)
ISBN: 9781928246168
Related Subjects: sports | State | racial discrimination | political aspects | South Africa History | cricket | cricket
players
Abstract : Divided Country explains how segregation and apartheid became entrenched in a unique way in cricket
in South Africa between 1915 and the 1950s. While the rest of the cricket world increasingly rubbed out old
dividing lines, South Africa reinforced them until seven different South Africas existed at the same time in cricket.
Each ran leagues and provincial competitions and chose national teams. Divided Country attempts to paint an
entirely new picture of cricket in South Africa during a crucial and complex period. Without knowing how
apartheid in cricket unfolded one cannot even begin to understand the journey the country has travelled since the
1950s, and how, slowly, painstakingly, the cricket unity we take for granted today was struggled for and
constructed.
Call Number : 13.08.01/ODE/17614

91. The khat conundrum in Ethiopia : socioeconomic impact and policy directions
ADMASSIE, Yeraswork ; Yamāh̲barāwi ṭenāt madrak (Ethiopia).
Addis Ababa : Forum for Social Studies, 2017. - 129 p. (FSS monograph ; no.12)
ISBN: 9789994450633; 9994450638.
Related Subjects: trees | plants | drug addiction | Ethiopia | Khat | khat production | khat consumption | Khat
marketing
Abstract : In recent years, Ethiopia has experienced a rapid expansion of Khat production, marketing and
consumption that has put her in a double bind. Her economy is becoming increasingly dependent on the production
and export of Khat, the same way a significant section of her population is getting progressively enticed into its
unbridled consumption. Khat abuse/addiction has led to serious and manifold socioeconomic problems including
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those relating to health. In spite of the fact that several millions of her citizens are preoccupied with Khat in the
capacities of growers, traders, and chewers, the country has no clear policy to guide its production, distribution or
use. The study, the findings of which are reported in this volume, focused on the unravelling the intertwined
socioeconomic impacts of Khat consumption and addiction, and culminates with the identification of feasible
national-level strategies and policy responses to the Khat conundrum.
Full Text : https://www.fssethiopia.org/index.php/download/fss-monograph-no-12/
Call Number : 07.07.01/ADM/17669

92. The long Odyssey of Maat
SEDEK SO, Melki.
Paris: L'Harmattan, 2015. -133 p.
ISBN: 978-2-343-08090-1.
Related Subjects: Religion | History | ethics | Mythology | administration of justice | Africa | Egypt | monotheism
| buddhism | truth | Cheikh Ahmadou Bamba | Cheikh Ibra Fall |Maat
Abstract : In this book that takes us far from the beaten paths of history, mathematician and essayist Melki Sedek
So portrays the dangers that religion poses to African renaissance and continental unity. He shows how Africa
brought humanity out of darkness by establishing the bases of monotheism and even buddhism. He invites the
African public to discover this truth demonstrating that Maat, the moral code principles of truth and justice, is the
light that radiated forth from Africa to illuminate the rest of the world.
Call Number : 05.04.02/SED/17683

93. The South African informal sector : creating jobs, reducing poverty
FOURIE, Frederick C. v. N; SKINNER, Caroline; eds.
Cape Town, South Africa : HSRC Press, 2018. - xxii-490 p.
ISBN: 9780796925343.
Related Subjects: Informal Sector | Economics | employment creation | Poverty | South Africa
Abstract : While the informal sector is the ‘forgotten’ sector in many ways, it provides livelihoods, employment
and income for about 2.5 million workers and business owners. One in every six South Africans who work, work
in the informal sector. Almost half of these work in firms with employees; these firms provide about 850 000 paid
jobs – almost twice direct employment in the mining sector. The annual entry of new enterprises is quite high, as
is the number of enterprises that grow their employment. There is no shortage of business initiative and desire to
grow. However, obstacles and constraints cause hardship and failure, pointing to the need for well-designed
policies to enable and support the sector, rather than suppress it. The same goes for formalisation. Recognising the
informal sector as an integral part of the economy is a crucial first step towards instituting a ‘smart’ policy
approach. This volume is strongly evidence- and data-driven, with substantial quantitative contributions combined
with qualitative findings – suitable for an era of evidence-based policy-making – and utilises several disciplinary
perspectives.
Call Number : 08.02.02/FOU/17608

94. To be or not to be : Sudan at crossroads : a Pan-African perspective : a black
African nation undone by the ideology of Islamo-Arabism
HASHIM, Muhammad J.
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania : Mkuki na Nyota Publishers Ltd., [2019].- viii-159 p.
ISBN: 9789987083763; 9987083765.
Related Subjects: History | africans | Nationalism | Civil War | peace | Ideologies | Sudan -- History -- 1821- |
Sudan -- Civilization -- Arab influences | Sudan -- Civilization -- Islamic influences | Sudan -- Politics and
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government | arabization of the Sudan | prosperity
Abstract : "To be or not to be is an analysis of linguistic, cultural, political, economic and social factors, which
explain the intricate root causes of conflicts which have ravished Sudan. It stands in stark contrast to the dominant
simplification and distortions which have come to typify presentations of the region. Central to the book is an
unapologetic explanation of Arabization; which often is portrayed as individual choices of religious loyalty, but,
in fact, masks an intentional power-system which viciously corrupts Afrikan identities. By highlighting the
detrimental complexities of manipulation, geopolitics, identity confusion and cultural imperialism, Hashim has
not only written an authoritative book about Sudan, but also presented a comprehensive case study that all of
Afrika must learn from. Rarely are we presented with such a vigourous inside-view to an area of Afrika which
once was held in the highest civilizational esteem, but has been reduced to an ideological field of Arab-led terror,
massacres and disintegration."
Call Number : 05.01.01/HAS/17654

95. Traditional leaders in a democracy: resources, respect and resistance
BUTHELEZI, Mbongiseni ; SKOSANA, Dineo ; VALE, Beth, eds .Mapungubwe
Johannesburg : Mapungubwe institute for strategic reflection (MISTRA), 2019. - xx-380 p.
ISBN: 9780639923833.
Related Subjects: political leadership | democracy | traditional practices | South Africa | political landscape |
traditional leadership | chieftancy | legitimacy
Summary : Post-1994, South Africa's traditional leaders have fought for recognition, and positioned themselves
as major players in the South African political landscape. Yet their role in a democracy is contested, with leaders
often accused of abusing power, disregarding human rights, expropriating resources and promoting tribalism.
Some argue that democracy and traditional leadership are irredeemably opposed and cannot co-exist. Meanwhile,
shifts in the political economy of the former bantustans - the introduction of platinum mining in particular - have
attracted new interests and conflicts to these areas, with chiefs often designated as custodians of community
interests. This edited volume explores how chieftancy is practised, experienced and contested in contemporary
South Africa. It includes case studies of how those living under the authority of chiefs, in a modern democracy,
negotiate or resist this authority in their respective areas. Chapters in this book are organised around three major
sites of contest: leadership, land and law.
Call Number : 04.04.02/BUT/17655

96. Water for food security, nutrition and social justice
MEHTA, Lyla ; OWEIS, Theib Yousef ; RINGLER, Claudia ; SCHREINER, Barbara ;
VARGHESE, Shiney.
New York : Routledge, 2019. - 214 p. (Pathways to sustainability).
ISBN : 9781138729162 ; 9781138729186
Related Subjects : water resources | food security | Nutrition | social justice | Agriculture | water management |
irrigation | water resources development
Abstract : This book is the first comprehensive effort to bring together Water, Food Security and Nutrition (FSN)
in a way that goes beyond the traditional focus on irrigated agriculture. Apart from looking at the role of water and
sanitation for human well-being, it proposes alternative and more locally appropriate ways to address complex
water management and governance challenges from the local to global levels against a backdrop of growing
uncertainties. The authors challenge mainstream supply-oriented and neo-Malthusian visions that argue for the
need to increase the land area under irrigation in order to feed the world’s growing population. Instead, they argue
for a reframing of the debate concerning production processes, waste, food consumption and dietary patterns whilst
proposing alternative strategies to improve water and land productivity, putting the interests of marginalized and
disenfranchized groups upfront. The book highlights how accessing water for FSN can be challenging for smallholders, vulnerable and marginalized women and men, and how water allocation systems and reform processes
can negatively affect local people’s informal rights. The book argues for the need to improve policy coherence
across water, land and food and is original in making a case for strengthening the relationship between the human
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rights to water and food, especially for marginalized women and men. It will be of great interest to practitioners,
students and researchers working on water and food issues.
Call Number : 16.02.02/MEH/17575

97. West Africa and the global financial crisis
SECK, Diéry; ed.
Trenton, NJ : Africa World Press, 2013. - ix-359 p.
ISBN: 9781592218882 (pbk.); 9781592218875 (hardback).
Related Subjects: Union économique et monétaire ouest africaine Congresses | West African Monetary Zone
Congresses | economic integration | economic policy | economic conditions | financial aspects | monetary union |
human development | inflation | West Africa Congresses | global financial crisis 2008-2009 | financial crisis |
economic shocks | UEMOA | WAEMU | West Africa monetary zone | common currency
Abstract : This eagerness may perhaps have risen from the sense of urgency harbored by many actors and caused
by the disappointingly insufficient volume of state-of-the-art research that currently supports the advanced level
of progress in the sub-region s process of regional integration. Indeed, there is general consensus that research
must quickly respond to, and sometimes even lead, policymaking to contribute to its success. The manuscripts that
served as the basis for the discussions also helped revisit many commonly-held policy views through the scrutiny
of rigorous scientific inquiry and therefore strengthened the factual foundations of regional policy undertakings.
This no doubt enhances the reliance of policymaking on research and contributes to widespread consensus on what
needs to be done. As a result, the combined contributions of all the authors provide a fair degree of achievement
in the reconstruction of the jigsaw puzzle that is regional integration in West Africa and help formulate a
comprehensive and coherent growth-inducing and socially acceptable integrative design. The present book seeks
to provide answers on many facets of the challenges related to region-wide policymaking. Through its 13 chapters
it aims to cover a wide spectrum of policy issues of the day and to display a sense of vision that spans the entire
planning horizon of most stakeholders. It opens with a chapter that reviews the impact of the recent global financial
crisis on the economies of the sub-region, and a thorough examination of the economic shocks that are
characteristic of the economies of West African Monetary Zone (WAMZ) countries five non-CFA countries…
Call Number : 01.02.01/SEC/17690

98. The ways we stretch toward one another : thoughts on anthropology through the
work of Pamela Reynolds
MEYERS, Todd, ed.
Mankon, Bamenda : Langaa Research and Publishing CIG, 2017. - xvi-134 p. (African
Intellectuals : Intergenerational Conversations Series).
ISBN: 9956762717 (ISBN 10); 9789956762712 (ISBN 13).
Related Subjects: REYNOLDS, Pamela | anthropology | childhood | labour | family | resistance | administration
of justice | war | sexuality | development of conscience | relationship
Summary : The Ways We Stretch Toward One Another is a collection of essays on the work of Pamela Reynolds.
The essays take cues from Reynolds’ decades-long contributions to the field of anthropology in different ways.
The authors weave Reynolds’ groundbreaking scholarship on the anthropology of childhood––of labour, of family,
of resistance, justice, war and suffering––through the terms of their own work, in places and contexts that may at
first appear quite distant from the villages of Zimbabwe and townships of South Africa that feature in Reynolds’
ethnographies. The Ways We Stretch Toward One Another is about anthropologists stretching in thought and
practice toward one another, between generations, toward the people encountered in the field, through worlds
entered and past, and how, in turn, these worlds lean into our own. At the core of each essay is a question about
how we learn, how we pass lessons on, how we assume the mantle of anthropology for understanding the
contemporary world––something that often requires folding intellectual friendships into the tools of our practice.
The Ways We Stretch Toward One Another demonstrates how a master anthropologist has come to shape the
priorities of others, in terms that are both creative and aware. Contributors: Thomas Cousins, Stefanos Geroulanos,
Todd Meyers, Pamela Reynolds, Fiona Ross, and Vaibhav Saria; and a Foreword by Francis B. Nyamnjoh
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Call Number : 05.01.01/MEY/17650

99. White Ferocity: the Genocides of Non-Whites and Non-Aryans from 1492 to date
PLUMELLE-URIBE, Rosa Amelia.
Publisher: Dakar: CODESRIA, 2020.- xxviii-284 p. (CODESRIA Book Series).
ISBN: 978-2-86978-723-0.
Related Subjects: race relations | Whites | Blacks | genocide | apartheid | Europe | United States | white ferocity |
white supremacy | Non-Whites | Non-Aryans | exclusion of Non-Whites | exclusion of Non-Aryans | nazism
Abstract : The slave trade, the conquest of the Americas and the invasion of Africa have deeply transformed the
relations between Europeans and other groups. The jump from difference to superiority and racial hierarchy was
so swift that it led to the moral collapse of Europe and North America. By shifting the devaluation of so-called
‘inferior’ beings from non-Whites to non-Aryans, Nazism committed the unforgivable crime of bringing into the
heart of the European world a ferocity up to then reserved for other continents. In this book, White Ferocity : The
Genocides of Non-Whites and Non-Aryans from 1492 to Date, Plumelle-Uribe investigates and demonstrates,
with harrowing evidence and analyses, how Europeans justified the destruction of other peoples as unavoidable
based on the officially declared belief of others being inferior.
Full Text : https://codesria.org/IMG/pdf/-304.pdf
Call Number : 04.02.04/PLU/17623

100. White Narratives : the depiction of post-2000 land invasions in Zimbabwe
MANASE, Irikidzayi.
First edition.
Pretoria : Unisa Press, [2016]. -vii-152 p. (African Humanities Series).
ISBN: 9781868888252.
Other Title: Depiction of post-2000 land invasions in Zimbabwe.
Related Subjects: Land use | land reform | Literature | whites -- Ethnic identity | Zimbabwe | land invasion | ethnic
identity | white farmers | land reform in literature
Summary : The post-2000 period in Zimbabwe saw the launch of a fast track land reform programme, resulting
in a flurry of accounts from white Zimbabweans about how they saw the land, the land invasions, and their own
sense of belonging and identity. In White Narratives, Irikidzayi Manase engages with this fervent output of texts
seeking definition of experiences, conflicts and ambiguities arising from the land invasions. He takes us through
his study of texts selected from the memoirs, fictional and non-fictional accounts of white farmers and other
displaced white narrators on the post-2000 Zimbabwe land invasions, scrutinising divisions between white and
black in terms of both current and historical ideology, society and spatial relationships. He examines how the
revisionist politics of the Zimbabwean government influenced the politics of identities and race categories during
the period 2000-2008, and posits some solutions to the contestations for land and belonging.
Call Number : 07.05.02/MAN/17663

101. Young families : gender, sexuality and care
MKHWANAZI, Nolwazi; BHANA, Deevia; eds.
Cape Town, South Africa : HSRC Press, 2017. - vii-220 p.
ISBN: 9780796925596; 0796925593; 9780796925534; 0796925534.
Related Subjects: family South Africa | youth | sexuality | pregnancy | child care services | parents | South
Africa | young families | teenage pregnancy | young mothers | young fathers | teenage mothers and fathers |
motherhood | fatherhood
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Abstract : Young Families: Gender, Sexuality and Care draws together unique and compelling essays about the
contexts of early childbearing, a topic that is now taken for granted. It draws on empirical data, multi-level
approaches and inter-disciplinary perspectives on the dynamics that underpin young people’s experiences of being
pregnant, having a child and caring for the child. The book explores the contexts in which young families are
constituted and shaped along with the kinds of social relationships and communities of care that early childbearing
creates (or in some instances destroys). It shows the entanglement of gender, sexuality, race, age and class in the
formation of young families and its effects on caring practices. This book draws together unique and compelling
accounts that address a gap in the existing literature on families in South Africa while also providing an
understanding of the diversity of young South African families. Young Families will be of interest and of benefit
to those in the fields of Women and Gender studies, Anthropology, Education, Sociology, History and
Demography.
Call Number : 14.02.04/MKH/17604
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